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Today, more than ever, our attention is focused upon the curriculum
and how relevant it is to the needs of our students. Actually, patterns
of curriculum develoyment over the past years no longer fit the needs of
today's students. Society today and its future 3s of great concern to all
of us and with the reforms and refocusing of education, so that what is
taught in the classroom has a bearing on the students; future plans are
the essence of career education.

The planning of one's career cannot be a hilt and miss affair in the
present world of work. Teachers must be aware of the many options that are
open to the students and take the proper meaeures to make self awareness
available for their students. If this is done, careers for students of
today and in the future will emerge, the kind of careers that are needed
for today's student.

These guides in career education are the iesult of much dedicated
labor by our committee Which has made them available,/ The guide itself
will have no value unless concerned teachers use it as a tool for students
"to acquire fundamental skills, mechanical and academic, needed in their
future planning.

If by using this guide, career education becomes more meaningful for
a sizeable number of our students in the R-6 Schools, the grant from the
Vocational-Disvision of the Missouri State Department of Education and the
work of our local committee will be immeasurable. But let us not forget
that the classroom teacher is still the most important factor in the making
of any .curriculum relevant and we feel, in the R-6 Schools, that we have
quality teachers for that task.

Ralph B. Tyres
Superintendent of Schools



PHILOSOPHY

A program of public supported education designed to meet the needs of

a democratic society must provide for a series of learning activities for all

individuals in harmony with maturity, needs, abilities, and aptitudes. (First

_-Idiagraph Festus R-6 District Philbsophy)

It follows that our young people need to have an understanding of the

opportunities open to them. Beginning at an early age, they must learn what

work means, the careers open to young people today, and the careers that

may emerge in the future. They need to know the obligations and require-

ments of those, careers that are.of interest to them, and they must acquire

the specific skills7=not just mechanical skills but the fundamental

demic `skills too.

Education in the classroom has a clear, demonstrable bearing on the

student's future plans.

OBJECTIVES FOR CAREER EDUCATION FOR STUDENTS OF THE R-6 SCHOOLS

J. Develop good attitudes toward learning and work and an awareness of the
relationship between education and life roles.

2. Develop self - awareness and awareness for individuals' places and
responsibility to our society.

3. Develop an appreciation for the constructive use of leisure time.

4. Develop an awareness, of the world of work.

5: .Develop decision making skills.

6. Develop economic awareness leading to economic understanding.

7. Develop technical awareness and beginning competence.

8. Develop employability skills leading to career placement.

6
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_/'
THE FOUR DOMAINS OF A CAREER CONSCIOUS PERSON'

(Life Career Development-A Model, UMC-SDE, Gysberg, Moore)

/

Self Knowledge and Interpersonal Skills
''

'

This includes the awareness of self and others, the strengths and weak-
,

nesses, theilikes ana dislikes, the desires, etc. To develop those skills
,

c

so that till student can relate effectively to other people.
1

,

.,
1

2. Knowledge of.Work,and Leisure Worlds

I
1

This includes an opportunity to develop an understanding of the limita-

tions thatisociety places on an individualsocioldgical, psychological, and

1

economic; to learn about Tay, hours, fringe benefit's the cost of leisure

to choose because of the amount and the,kind of personal satisfy-

, 1

tion desiried from work and leisure activities, to see the relationship of
1

,

,

career and leisure time.

3. Career Planning Knowledge and Skills

This includes the elements of the decision - making process: 'gathering,

information from all relevant sourceS, using the information ollected and

making informed and reasonable decisions; reasonably iTedicting the future

"

and foreseeing alternatives to meet the requirements of a'preferred life

jt

career.

4. Basic,Studies and Occupational Preparation

This includes mastering the basic skills of the language arts, mathe-

matics, science, social studies, fine arts, physical edlication, industrial

arts and vocational education. These skills will be learned relevant to

occupational preparation, settings and events of a total life career

development. A background will be presented to learn the sk Ils for seeking

employment, for further education, for obtaining entry-lelvel employment,

and fqr achieving satisfaction in a preferred occupational area.

7
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT' CONCEPT

14 Understand and accept self as important throughout life.

2. People have dignity and worth.

3. Education and work are interrelated, -both-are honorable.

4. Occupations exist for a purpose.

5. Work means different things to different people;

6. There- is-- a-wide of careers.

7. Individuals differ in interest, abilities, attitudes, and values.

8. Supply and demand affect career planning.

9. Environment and one's potential affect career choice.

10. Occupation and life style are related.

11. Specialization creates greater dependence.

12. One's development requires continuous choice of careers.

13. Individuals can perform adequately in several occupations.

14. Individuals must Le flexible in a changing society.

15. Individuals are responsible for career planning.
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FESTUS R-6 CARTER EDUCATION
ti

The aim of career education is to equip students with what they need

to make informed occupational decisions by relatim;

to the -World of Work. rAlong the way

gate a variev of jobs land to

capacities for handling them.

In the R-6 School

ness" phase. Children

need for work and the

center on the roles p

cover different kinds

men, firemen, and oth

student's strengths

this will be present

separate lessons.

activity of learning

teacher to point ou

work.

the World o^ Learning

they will have oppo7tunilies to fnvesti-

explore their mental, phys:c'L cld emotional

Kindergarten through Seventh is the "Career Aware-

are introduced to the conlept of work and jobs, the

ariety of ways people earn a living. Lessons at first

ayed by different family members, then branel ou` to

of occupations pupils see around the school. PoJice,

.r workmen familiar to children are studied. The .

d weaknesses are discovered. Information about a7.1

d as a part oP the regular learning activities, not 'as

1 fifteen clusters (0E-72-39) are covered. In the

the alphabet drills would be a good oppoitunity for the

how file clerks and others use letters to organize their

"Career Exploration" takes place in the eighth and ninth grades. students

narrow their field of interest to three or four clusters, whiei 'hey oxilore

in depth. By the ime they finish junior high school, students

a good idea of the types of jobs that interest them and be able

tentative choice o several that interest them the most.

should ha 7e

o make a

Zn the senior high program, students begin to acquire actutO job skills

in these fields. Such skills as drafting are made available to everyone,

even students that are going to college. The idea is to give all students

9



FESTUS R -6 `CAREER EDU TION .(continued)_

an-opportunity to pursue. training and study that could Ind.airectly to a

job after high school Or to further training and study at a technical

institute, business school, two or four-year college and beyond.

By exposing young people to information about work and jobs and careers
5

starting in the earliest years of school, helping them to see the relevance

of their education, the result could be a stronger motivation to leain and

to stay in school long enough to acquire,some basic skills needed to earn a

living. The program is aimed at the academically 'talented students, too,

who often finish high school with little idea of what it is to earn a

living by doing the necessary work of our society. For theM, Career Education

will supply information and experience that widens their horizons and in-

creases their career choices.

10
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OCCUPATIONAT, CLUSTERS

For ease in informing students about the wide range of °comer
tions they have been categorized into fifteen broad clus'ters. The
listing below shows the sequence of assigned clusers by grade
level. The teacher is free to touch on other clu.,ters as well.

ELEMENTARY

Level: Awareness
Grades:

A

JUNIOR HIGH

Assigned Cluster

FIRST 1 Public service
Health occupations'

O

SECOND 3 Agri-businest occupations
4 Consumer'hommaking,

related occ*tions

THIRD 5 Personal services
6 TransportatioA

FOURTH 7 Marketing and distribution'
8 Construction A

FIFTH 9 Communicationd and Media
10 Hospitality- Recreation

SIXTH 11 Envirdhmental control
12 Manufacturing

SEVENTH* 13 Business office
14 Fine arts and huma sties
15 Marine science

Level:' Etploration
Grades: EIGHTH Individual review and exploration

& NINTH

SENIOR HIGH

Level: J9b Preparation
Grades: TENTH, ELEVENTH &

TWELFTH
Specific training

*By the end of the seventh year all students nil have had minimal
exposure to all clusters.

Ill
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8

. Missouri Model.

on the different levels will more nearly coincide with the

full implementation of career education develops, the em

These guides have been written in order not to shortchange

any of our students in career education (as this will 1» the

first year of the program). The committee hopes that as the

Phasis

/

,Basic Education- teachers may select appropriate activities

(as,needed from the master guide) to fit the individual student'-s

chronological and mental needs and abilities.,

13
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USE OF THIS GUIDE

This guide has been prepared as a suggested beginning for

teachers' use. Recognizing time limitations, the committee in-

cluded first semester courses only. The -committee hopes that this

guide will stimulate further creation of activities relevant to

students' and teachers' needs. Space is provided for the purpose

of adding new objectives, activities, resources and evaluation for

both the first and second semesters.

The committee referred to the faculty course description

booklet in the preparation of thig guide.

Departments are listed alphabetically. Courses within

departments are listed alphabetically.

I
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SUBJECT AREA -Beginning French I

OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

-OBJECTIVE: To compare differenced in
values and mores Of'French speaking people
as they relate to the student.

ACTIVITIt: -Student will discus's the
custom of drinking wine and diaduss its
moral implication in our culture.

RESOURCES

Films

Magazines

Teacher

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK &
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To explore occupations which
are related to the knowledge of French.

ACTIVITY: Discuss the cluster podter on
the bulletin board. Select one occupation
and research in DOT.

/

Didcusstheiauties and responsibilities of
an interpreter for the United Nations.

DOMAIR; CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE g
SKILLS

OBJECTIyE: To assess his present skills
as they relate to Career planning.

Poster

Teacher

DOT

Library, UN.

EVALUATION

Group discussion on
differences in values
of the French speaking

people and ,English
speaking people.

_Oral presentation of

research findings of an
,occupation related to
French.

ACTIVITY: S.tudent*11 write to the.
Rotary.Club in Paris i'nquiring.:0out job

opportunities for'a yoUng pergiin who knows
little French but who is interested in
living for a year in that city. Give
qualifications and skills.

Guidance

counselor

Teacher

Librarian

Rotary Club ,

International

Letter assessing/his
present skills in terms
of an occupation in
Paris.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To'strengthen the basic skills
in French in preparing for an occupation
using the basic skills learned in this
course.

ACTIVITY : Student-will read six want ads
in aFrench newspaper and compare with six
want ads in a St.,Louis paper.

French news-

paper

'St. Louis

newspapers

1 7

Oral presentation or com-
parison, emphasizing types
of positions, .salaries,

training, etc.



SUBJECT AREA Communication Skills s-2

OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL .SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To assess self in terms of

aptitudes and interests.-

RESOURCES EVALUATION

ACTIVITY: Students will review the result
dt-Kuder Preference test, will take the

DAT, and write a paragraph concerning the

areas in which he appears to have aptitudes

and interests.

Results of Kuder-

and DAT tests

Paragraph summarizing his
assessment of-himself in
terms of aptitudes and-

interests.

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK C
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To explore occupations of

interest.

ACTIVITY: Student will: make a list of 25

occupations he is remotely interested in;

select 2 occupations he is most likely to

pursue; write a job description of each

and view filmstrip "Preparing for the -World

of Work."

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE g.
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To identify and practice the
skills needed in getting a job.

ACITVITY: Student will: 1. Prepare-an

application letter and data sheet and

participate in a mock job interview which

will be taped. 2. Critique-mock video

taped interviewsl)y 'teachers. i.e.teachers

'will show effective and ineffective behavio

Filmstrip
"Preparing- for

the World of
Work"

.DOT

Counselor

labrary

Occupational
Handbook

,Descriptions of 2 occupa-
tions student is most

likely to pursue-

Films: "Getting
and Keeping Your
First Job"

"Your First Job"

Application letter and

data sheet.

Taped mock interview.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To employ the results of the

above skills and knowledge to determine

that further preparation is needed.

ACTIVITY: Using basic communication
skills, student-will write a paper indica-

ting further skills needed to enter both

'occupations of his choice. Teacher will

discuss the salability of these skills.

Se

Textbook DOT

Occupational
Outlook Handbook

Counselor's File

A summary'of future prepara7
tion needed for entry into
two of the occupations of
student's choice.



s-3 SUBJECT f AREA Debate

OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To be able to practice self-
control in an oral presentation of bath -the
Qnegative and affirmative sides of a debat-
able topic.

-ACTIVITY: Student chooses a position in
an emotionally charged topic with which he
would agree, then takes the opposite side
and analyzes how he felt in both positions.

-RESOURCES

Peers

Library

Debate Manuals

EVALUATION

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK C
LEISURE' WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To identify those occupations
in which debate is a useful tool.

mnavITYL Student will interview local
lawyers, office holders,.ministers, and
others in positions of persuasion, and-

record direct quotations on the value of
debate as a' useful tool.

inisters

1 : wyers

Office holders

-Chamber of
Commerce

Politicgl groups

Oral analysis of his
feelings in discussing
both sides of a debat-
able topic.

Direct quotations from
these people stating
their opiniOns of thet

'value of debate.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To show that contemporary
issues in our world have become more open
to debate and provide more career oppor-
tunities. i.e. diplomats, editors, etc.
ACTIVITY: Student will research the fol-
lowing topics to determine job opportunities
-growing from these topics:-abortion, drug

abuse, women's rights, prison reform, law
enforcement, honesty in politics.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES
. OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To determine the worth of
career planning

m7rIvIlnf: Using the skills of debate,
student will- debate the pros and cons of
Career planning as it Is related to occupa-
tional decision making. i.e.developmental
theory vs. accidental theory._

Library

Debate Manual

Magazines

Newspaper

Congressional
-.",pigest

Reference Shelf

List of occupations

involving contemporary
issues that make use of
debate skills.

Library

Counselor

Teacher

Debate Coach

19

Debate on the worth of
career planning.



6WECT AREA DeveiopMental Reading s-4

OBJECTIVES g ACIPITIES I RESOURCES
2--------

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS Self.

OBJECTIVE: To improve self concept through Reading
success in reading.

\
s

r materials

\
\

WS 2363 Under-
ACTIVITY: Student will read material that standing Itself
he can read successfully and some that is
difficult reading and report the einforce-
ment that he observed in himself when he
could read successfully. i

EVALUATION

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OFWORK g
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To identify the importance, of

reading in occupational choice.

ACTIVITY: Student will read want ads and
out out those he can, read with ease and N

those he has difficulty understanding; He

will paste them on two separate posters
as a visual.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To identify those occupations
where emphasis is placed more on oral com-
munication than on reading communication.

ACTIVITY: Student will participate in a
brainstorming discussion with a list on the
blackboard of those occupations which em-
phasize more oraIcommunication than those--
which.require more reading and writing
skills.

NeWspaper ads

Conference with the teacher
exploring his-feelings
about his ability to read
with success.

Posters depicting
visually the jobs for °

which he canread want
ads and the jobs fOr
which he cannot.

The,group

FS 2351 Planning
AheadAfter-High
School

A list of occupations which
require more oral communica-
tion than other types of
communication. .

DOMAIN: BASIC. STUDIES ,F,
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To identify and learn the
vocabulary used in the want ads he found
difficult to read:

1-11WOrad posters
and

ictionaries

ACTIVITY: Using the,basic-skills of this
course, student will identify those words"
in the want ad section that he does not
know and become familiar with their
meaning.

Test on his individual
Vocabulary as he ,has

identified it.



s-5 SUBJECT AREA English IV

OBJECTIVES S ACTIVITIES RESOURCES EVALUATION

DOMAIN: SELF .& INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To assess the student's goals
in terms of a successful life.

ACTIVITY: After deliberation and defini-
tion'of terms, write a paper entitled:
"What Suab'ers Means to Me."

*

T

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK &
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To determine the overall as-
pects of a particular occupation of interes
i.e. civil engineer, airline stewardess,
novelist, truck driver, etc.
ACTIVITY:Student will research the occu-
pation through DOT, personal interviews, et
and assemble the material into a lively.
readable diary as being related by a person
in that occupation. The title may be "Two
Days in the Life of John Arthur, Civil
EngIngez;"

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE 6
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE :To answer the question, "What
salable skills do T have now?"

ACTIVITY: Student will: Confer with the
guidance counselor to help him define his

, skills; read the want ads to determine

positions he thinkS require his skills; lis
all skills he is aware of; visit the local
employment office to see if his skills fit.

Dictionary

Biographies

utobiographies

tfary

iogfaphies

utobiographies,

A paper assessink his
personal goals in terms
of success.

...... -

An Informative, realistic
portrgyall)f a specific
occupation to be filed
with occupational material
and used by,other students
as reference.

ewspapers

ounaelor

41,..;loyment office

S How to Find a
ob for Yourself

alb gob flop

A list of salable skills
to use when-he writes a-

resume or applies for a
job

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES S
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To use the basic skill's of
Eitlish IV to determine an assessment of
salable communication skills.

ACTIVITY : Using the basic skills learned
in this course students will make a list of
-those occupations which require a high de-
gree,of proficiency, of communication skills
i.e. copy:editor, secretary, teacher,
historian.

CU tional
00

en and Scroll

e Writers

eachersi
fessional

ournals

,k list of occupations

requiring a high degree
of proficiency in com-
municativeskills.



SUBJECT AREA Film in Literature 6-6

OBJECTIVES g ACTIVITIES 1' RESOURCES 'EVALUATION

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To show the relationship be-
tween understanding self and his choice of

films.

ACTIVITY: Each student/will list his 5
favorite movies. He will study his list

and write a short papery/on what the list

shows him about himself.

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK &
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To explore occupations related
to film production.

ACTIVITY: Each student will research the
"Making Contact" series-concerning film
production, i.e. acting, editing, set
design, techniques, and will write job
descriptions on film occupations of his

choice.

Films

*FS7236-Un*der-
standing Myself

<I

"MAKING CONTACT",

Sekes

DOT

OcLational
Handbook

Brochures and
pamphlets from.
MGMA etc.

A paper-in which-the
student analyzes him-
self in relationship
to his choice-of films.

Identification of the

various occupational
opportunities in film

making.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS

OBj,ECTIVE: To research opportunities for
training in a specific occupation related
to film production.

ACTIVITY: Student will use the data that
he secured in Domain No. 2, then write to
colleges, universities, film making
studios, acting schools, etc. and secure a
variety of information on-that 'occupation.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES F,
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To provide an opportunity to
Create a short story adaptable to film
making and show related.occupations evolved
therefrom.
ACTIVITY : Using the basic skills learned
in this course, student will write a short
story that can be adapted to filming, com-
paring the kinds of occupations that would
evolve from this production and compare
with a list of those occupations that would
evolve from publishing this story.

La
t
4)La 4

CollegeS,

Acting schools
etc.

0 ,

*FS-2343-Hpw To
Find a Job for
Yourself

Textbooks
C.

Answer to the question: ` \

"Where can I get training \

in a particular film
related occupation7

Short story adaptable for
filming or publishing.
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SUBJECT AREA Humanities

OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES t RESOURCES EVALUATION

DOMAIN: SELF' & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To emphasize the
of man.

universality

ACTIVITY: Student will read 5 literary
selections on a specific topic i.e:
growing up, in different cultures and will
make comparison in terms of commonality
orally or written emphasizing'universality
of man.

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK &
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To learn why modern man has
more time for leisure than ever before in

ACTIVITY: Students will view the humanity,
slides and will write a paragraph Showing
why the use of leisure time is increasingly
important.

I Library
textbooks
magazines, slide
humanities sets

SFS 2559 No Man
is an Island:

An Inquiring
into Alienation
SFS 2563 An In-
quiring into the
Nature of Man

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &-
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE:To learn how values are
related to decision making.:

ACTIVITY: Students will read an essay
-on Alfred Nobel and will identify in a
- paragraph something he values most and
how it can relate to job performance.

,

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE:Using the humanitarian values
developed in this course shoW the range
of skills and activities of an occupation
of interest to student.
AMENITY: Using the basic skills learned
in humanities students will make visual
representations--create,a collage depicting
an occupation of interest showing many,
facets of the occupation.

Humanities films
1001 Art: What
is It? Why is It

1002 Art and
'Architecture of
the Middle Ages

1003 The

WarffieTare
and*What They Do

Oral or written compari-
son of the 5 cultures
pointing out universality
of man.

Paragraph explaining why
the choice of leisure
activity is becoming
increasingly important.

Library

Textbooks

gazines

.e. tear sheets
riginal drawing

23

Paragraph identifying
values as they relate
to occupation.

Visual representation

showing numerous facets
of an occupation of
interest.,



SUBJECT AREA Intermediate French I

OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES I RESOURCES EVALUATION

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To determine his degree of
.comfort and ease with oral French.

ACTIVITY: The student will tell a joke
in French-and discuss his reaction to this
experience.

Comic Books

Magazines

Humor Books

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK &
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: -To explore the job qualifica-
tions of a buyer in France."

ACTIVITY: Student will interview an
American buyer who travels in France and
tape interview.

The student's discus-
sion and exploration of
his feelings concerning
his experience.

Buyer who travels A taped interview to play
in France .for the class.

St. Louis depart-'

ment store chain

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE 6
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To' answer the question, "How
does one get information on -entering
Sorbonne?"

ACTIVITY: Sudent will write or call the
French consul/in St. Louis asking tor in-
formation.on/SorbOnne procedures for
entering thy' Sorbonne and report to
French I'Class.

French Consulate
in St. Louis

Oral report to French
Class on procedures to
enter the Sorbonne.

DOMAIN: BAS IC STUDIES
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To apply basic French skills
to a position as Secretary.'

ACTIVITY: Using the basic skills learned
in this course in Frendh, student will ,

write a letter to a pertude company in1
Paris explaining that he has not received_
a shipment of perfumes. He will ask for
directives on procedures.

ext

eacher

Letter written in accurate
rench and in correct
usiness style.



SUBJECT AREA Journalism I

OBJECTIVES SACTIVITIES 1. RESOURCES EVALUATION
Imil

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To Identify the roles played
under stress situations to meet a deadline.

ACTIVITY: Six students will be under a
stress situation to meet a deadline for
publication. Peers in the group will iden-
tify by observation the roles played by

-each member under stress situations. i.e.

organizer, clarifier, resource person, etc:

The group

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK &

LEISURE WORLD
OBJECTIVE: To familiarize the student
with career opportunities in journalism.

ACTIVITY: Students will view a film on
newspaper production. Students will take
a trip to a large metropolitan newspaper
and observe the different activities
necessary in prpducing a newspaper. Write
a retort on the various occupations in
2roducing a newspaper.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &

SKILLS
OBJECTIVE:To make students aware of all
the different skills tq,be studied to
prepare as a. journalism major.

ACTIVITY: Students will write for recom-
mended courses of study spelling out the
scope and variety of courses that need to
be taken at/the college level and compile
a list emphasizing the variety of courses.

as IOW

DOMAIN:. BASIC STUDIES F,

OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION
OBJECTIVE: To use the skills of journal-
ism and produce aiyearbook,for school
publication.

ACTIVITY: Using, the basic skills learned
in this course each student will partici-
pate in the production of a yearbook with
assigned responsibilities that are both
individual and cooperative and relate to
a career in journalism.

Teacher will discuss salability of these
skills.

Newspaper publish
ing firm

Film: "Producing
a Newspaper"
--Post Dispatch

Members report on how
they saw each other
under stress.

Report on each of 3
careers responsible
for producing a newspaper.

College catalogs

Journalism pro-
fessors

A list of the variety,off,#

courses required for a
Journalism major.

Textbooks

Teacher

Yearbook produced by
students.



SUBJECT AREA Spanish Culture

'OBJECTIVES .& ACTIVITIES%

s-10

RESOURCES EVALUATION

DOMAIN: SELF C INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE : To assess his personal charac-
teristics for living and working in a
foreign country.

ACTIVITY_: ThroUgh group discussion
studentb,will melte lists-of advantages
and disadvantages of life in a foreign
country, each relating to his personal
traits and-needs.

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF UOR,K &
LEISURE-WORLD'

OBJECTIVE: To answer the question: "How

Tar does the U.. S. dollar go for fetire-
amemt in Mexico?"

" ACTIVITY: Student will write the mayor
of Cuernavaca, Mexico, or any other retire-
ment area for information concerning
American retirement in his city. Ask for
all material pertinent to the retirement
area, brochures, rental costs, etc.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE C
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To investigate occupational
opportunities in the travel world, i.e.
guides, hostesses, Chauffeurs for tours,
,ship nurses, entertainers, etc.

ACMEVITY: Students 'will interview .

travel agency personnel concerning avail-
ability of jobs, training, how to apply,
where to apply, etc. Compile material

- on posters.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES &
-.00CUPATIONAL PREPARATION

.OBJECTIVE: To answer the question, "Wha
basic skills :Should I emphasize in high /"
school in order to become a recreation
leader on a cruise ship?" I ,

ACTIVITY . Student will write a letter ifor
data for a narrative theme to Cunard L!nes
or any other major cruise lines posing
this question,

2

Foreign
Consulates

Banks

Retirement

Centers in
Mexico

_ChaMbeAs of

COmmdrce

/

List of advantages and
disadvantages with a
brief personal statement
,of conclusion.

.Trail Agencies
/

Toter pape

Magazines

Airlines

Ship lines,

°

A bulletin boards showing
visually an American
retirement area as is
currently popular in
Mexico.

Posters, depicting oceup-
Aions in the travel *orld-:

Ship lines

44.

)

A short narrative'theme
in which he shows
specifically how the
basic skills contribute
-to a successful
recreation leader.



s-11 SUBJECT AREA Spanish 'I

OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES I .RESOURCES E.VALUATION-

DOMAIN: SELF& INTER'PERSONAL SKILLS'-

OBJECTIVE: To compare differences in val-
ues and mores between Spanidh-speaking
piople as they rAate to him.

'ACTIVITY: Student will view a film on bull
fighting sand discuss its moral implica-
tions.

Film

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK '6
LEISURE WORLD,

OBJECTIVE: To explore occupations which
are related -to the knowledge of Spanish:

ACTIVITY -: 'Discuss- the cluster poster on
the bulletin board. Select one occupation
and research in DOT,.

Discuss the duties and responsibilities of
an interpreter-for the United Nations.

Poster

Teacher

DOT

Library, UN

Sroup discussion on-

differences in values of
the Spanish speaking
people and English speaking
beople.

aral presentation of
research findings of an-
occupation related to
Spanish.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS'

OBJECTIVE: To assess his present skillS i
Spanish.

ACTIVITY: Student will Write to the Cham-
ber of Commerce in Buenos Aires inquiring
about job opportunities. for a young person-
Who knows little ,Spanish but' who is inter-
ested in living fori'a yecir in that city.

Give qualificationsland skills.

Guidance
counselor

Teacher

Librarian

Letter assessing his
present skills in terms
of an occupation in
Buenos Aires.

DOMAIN: BASIC,SUDIES &
OCCUPA IONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To stre then the basic skills
in Spanish in preparing for an occupation.

ACTIVITY : :Using the basic skills learned
in this-course student will read six want
ads in a Spanish newspaper and compare with
six .Want ads in a St. Louis paper.

Spanish
newspaper

.St. Louis ,

newspaper

Oral -presentation of-com-

parison, emphasizing types
of positions, salaries,
,training, etc.



SUBJECT AREA,7_,....SLaniSh II s -12.

OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES

DOMAN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE:To d.-termine his degree of com-
fort'and ease with oral Spanish.

ACTIVITY: Student will order a meal in a
Mexican restaurant in St. Louis iii Spanish

without resorting to English throughout
the dinner hour and discuss his feelings
aftei the experience.

am. INa .

RESOURCES

Mexican
restaurant

Other Spanish-
speaking dinner'

gueSts and
waiters.

.EVALUATION

The student's discussion
and exploration of his
feelings concerning his
experience.

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF wow &
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE:To explore the job qualifi-
cations of an English teacher in a South
American country.

ACTIVITY :,Interview a retired local teach-
,

er who-has taught in a Venezuelan American
School lor 25 years to get material for a
dialogue presentation.

Local teacher Written dialogue
presentation.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To answer the quis4on, "How
do salaries in Panama compare with salaries
in the U. S. for the same jo ?"

ACTIVITY: Student will wr to or call the
Panamanian consul in St. luis asking for
his government's latest statistics on in-
come by occupation and profession. Compare

these with the same occupation in the
United States:

Panamanian
Consulate

DOT

Occupational
Handbook

Discussion of salary
comparisons.

DOMAIN:' BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To apply basic Spanish skills'
to a position as secretary,.

ACTIVITY : Using the basic skills learned
in this course student will write a letter
to a lumber company in,Honduras explaining
that he has not received at the shipping
,docks in St. Louis a barge of lumber due

there June 13. Ask for directives.
Teachers Will discuss the salabilty of,
these skills. ,

La

Text

Teacher

Letter written in
accurate Spanish and in
correct business style.



s -13 SUBJECTSAREA' Speech I

OBJECTIVES g ACTIVITIES RESOURCES

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To be able to identify what a
person communicates non-verbally.

ACTIVITY: Studesit choose peers with-
out their knowledge anJ observe their non-.
verbal communication and record what they
are communicating.

"Non-Verbal
Communication"

See appendix

EVALUATION

Record of observations

that identify non-verbal
.communication of feelingi,
attitudes, and, reactions
of others.

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK &
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To identify- occupations where
oral presentation skills are emphasited.

ACTIVITY: Student will make a collage of
people performing.in those occupations
that require oral presentation.'

Magazines

Tear sheets

Brochures

.Collage depicting those
occupations which oral
presentation skills are
emphasized.

7,

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To acquaint the student with
places for further training in speech,

ACTIVITY: Student will make a bulletin
board display of catalog information from
schools that-offer specialized training
for persons interested in careers that re-

.'quire speech as a professional skill.

College catalog;

Bulletins

Brochures, etc.
from institutions
that offer
special training
in, speech.

*FS 2324 College
and Career

..
,Bulletin bdard showing
schools that offer

specialized training in
speech.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE:To assess the skills in speech
presentation and relate these to the degree
of comfort in choosing an occupation in-
volving oral presentation.
tcrIvrinc: Using the basic skills learned
in-Speech I, student will visit the local
Toastmasters' meeting and introduce him-
self, giving a short autobiography.

Toastmaetere
Club

*FS 2365 Are You
an Interesting-
Person?

29

A personal assessment of
his degree of comfort in
oral presentation.
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OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES I RESOURCES EVALUATION

DOMAIN:. SELF g INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To assess one's own strengths

and weaknesses

ACTIVITY: Student will evaluate himself
for a particular job and write a resume.

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK g
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE:To analyze work-leisure
relationships.

ACTIVITY : Studeht will interview a Person

employed in an occupation of interest. He
will determine how work and leisure time
are related in that occupation and demon
strate interview skills.

Self-inventory Self - evaluation

-Rr.)sume

:Personality test
1

i

finventorY

Counselor
;
A ,_

fFS 2524 Who Li
[I? The Search
for Self- ,-

a-

kmployees in the
community

Library

}Senior citizens

Interview

.Illustration of relo.-0.on7

ship between work 07.10.

leisure worillds ce on oc-

cupation of hi.s inte:;:ost.

or,

DOMAIN : CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE g IDOT material Oral

SKILLS
OBJECTIVE: TO-investigate the require-
ments of an occupation.

ACTIVITY:Student will research a job of
his choice for oral or written presentation
and will be a:resource to others on his

researched occupation.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To use the basic skills
learned in Vocgtional English to spell.
coirectly,the 100 most commonly misspelled
words.
ACTIVITY : Using the basic skills learned
in this course student will spell the 100
most commonly misspelled words.

30

Interview

Library

guidance Office

'Textbook

eacher

or trItten premlta-
tion of finAihqs.

[rest over the 3.00 rest
commonly miespolle0. word6.

r.



s-15 SUBJECT AREA Allied Arts

OBJECTIVES .C. ACTIVITIES RESOURCES EVALUATION

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To intensify the student's'
,awareness of his cultUral environment.

ACTIVITY: Students will take a field trip
and. take pictures for a photographic essay
on "The City of Festus". 'They will, n
elude shots -of places, people, and archi7
tecture found in the community,

Camera

Film

Local environment

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK &
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To identify 10 occupations
dealing with cultural and environmental
services.

ACTIVITY: Students will answer the
"question: you'could choOSe 10 occupa-
tional services, which ones would you
choose to consultXot the purpose of im-
proving the cultural and environmental
atmosphere of. Festus ?"

DOT

Occupational
,HANDBOOK

Counselor's
Occupational
File

Library

Films

A photographic essay on
the city of Festus in-
eluding places, people
and architecture.

The answer ta the question
"If you would choose 10

occupational services, which
ones, would you choose to

consult.for the purpose of
improving the cultural and
environmental atmosphere
of Festus?"

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To deterMine preparation for
museum related occupations.

ACTIVITY; Students will interview per-
sonnel at the St. Louis Art Museum and
list the occupational preparation necessary
for the various jobs available.

Personnel at the
Art Museum

A list of occupations,,

necessary training, etc.
for each. and availability
of'training.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To use the basic skills in
Allied Arts to assess personal environment.

PXMIVITY: Using the basic skills learned
in Allied Arts, the students will inventory
their personal environment, lie. record
collection, souvenirs, et. and write a
report on how this course in Allied Arts
has or has not effected changes in his
personal taste.,

Text

Student's
residence

A report assessing the
effect of this course as
it has or has not changed
personal taste

I

/



SUBJECT AREA Art, I 8-16

OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES [ RESOURCES' EVALUATION

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To generate self=disclosure
through art.

ACTIVITY: Students are asked to-make up

a brochure advertising theMselves.

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK g
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To identify occupations
related to the study of art.

'ACTIVITY: Students Rill -write a short

paragraph shOwing how each "of the odeupa-

tiona,indicated on the cluster sheet

relate to art'.

Sheets Of colored
paper, variety
of materials
which lend them-
selVes to coilagE

'such-as-catalogs
postcards, nelis,

papers

Glue, stapler,

FS 2365

See appendix
for cluster
sheet

A brochure describing
self.

A paragraph on each occure-
.tionand ho* it relates
to the-study of art.,

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE g
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE-: To explore further training
opportunities in art.

ACTIVITY: Students will interview a
speaker on art education and tape inter-
view for junior high-art classes.

06 .0 ND mo

See appendix for'

Metropolitan
Directory of
Speakers and
Field Trip
Resources

A taped interview
exploring further
training opportunities
in art.

DOMAIN: -BASIC STUDIES & Art materials

OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION
OBJECTIVE: To provide an opportunity for PTA

students to display their skills as learned

in Art Ii

ACTIVITY : Using' the basic skills learned
in ArtI, students will participate in
an art show at the end of the eourse.

An art exhibit.



s-17 SUBJECT AREA Art II

OBJECTIVES. & ACTIVITIES I RESOURCES

DOMAIN: SELF 6 INTERPERSONAL SKILLS'

OBJECTIVE: To generate self-disclosure
through art.

ACTIVITY: After a brief introduction to
heraldry the students will be asked to de-
sign their own coats of arms.

EVALUATION

Sheets,of paper A coat of arms indicating
and drawing 'what he would like others
instruments for to (10.0W about himself.

each phrticipant

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK g
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To explore occupational oppor-
tunities related to. ornamental iron
sculpture.'

ACTIVITY: Students will visit a,local
artisan in his shop and interview him con-
cerning the variety of work requested from
him.

Local ornamental A list of the occupations
iron sculptor related to iron sculpture.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To explore the art training
programs at Kansas City Art Institute and
the Chicago Art Institute.

ACTIVITY:StUdents will compare the
material from both schools considerihg
program, admission, etc.'

Kansas City Art . A program comparison of
Institute

Chicago: Are

Institute

art training opportunities.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES g

OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION
OBJECTIVE: To use the skilIS learned in
art for the purpose of exploring art occupa
tions.

ACTIVITY: Using the basic skills, student
will prepare a montage or collage to
represent the occupational opportunities
related to art.

Art materials

Tear sheets

Magazines, etc.

`3 3

A. montage or a collage
depicting art
occupation.



SUBJECT AREA Art III & IV
s-la .

OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES` RESOURCES EVALUATIOF

DOMAIN: SELF C INTERPERSONAL SKILLS iLar8e sheet of A comic-strip i17.uec'etirv7

.pane: end a drew-.12 peak eXporicicon V;t'

OBJECTIVE:To* generate .self-d:Vselosure ling instrument flife.

through art. iroT each pawlon.

ACTIVITY: Comic strip: Students are

asked to divide their paper into 12 section,
In each,isection they are to illustrate a 4

peak experience from either a group or

from/life.

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK
LEISURE.WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To ,explore art related
occupations in photography.

ACTIVITY: Students will visit a photog-
raphy studio and interview on tape a
photographer for an'explanation of the
art related occupations within
photography.

I

1
,
,

1

11 taped interview to be:Local photo-

grapher in his shared with the -Art Y.

studio. [class.

*FS '2856 The

Camera

*FS 2861
Photography

. .... e.4-4r$ so

elatina to,-cortor,
ratkIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE & Sketchbook A portfolio of occv7rtIon

SKILLS
identify the training oppor-Art mlterials

tunities as a cartographer in the

.military services.

ACTIVITY: Students will participate in a
discussion with representatives from the
branches of the armed services, and using
sketchbook make portfolio depicting
a cartographer at work.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES & fArt supplies

OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION
OBJECTIVE: To identify the basic skills

needed in advertising layout.

ACTIVITY: Using the basic skills of ,Art-A
III & IV students will make a layout-for
a department store ad. Teaaer--will'
discuss the salability1 6f these skills.

34

An advertiting )nvoilt,
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SUBJECT AREA Band

OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To identify his own feelings
about himself and others when he performs
in band.

RESOURCES "EVALUATION

ACTIVITY: Students will write a paper
answering the-question, "How I feel about
myself and others when I play in the band."

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK &
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To identify occupations that
are band related.

ACTIVITY: Students will tour the 7 floors
of the Ludwig/Aeolian Music Store, see all
types of musical instruments and equipment,
visit IICave" where local g-roupsmeet and
rehearse. They will collect materials and
make a bulletin bbard. -

Paper, pencil

Magazines

Brochures

Ludwig/Aeolian
Music StOre.

Cave

1.

A paper identifying the
feelings of each band
member when he performs.

A. bulletin board depicting
band related occupations.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &

SKILLS
OBtiECTIVE: To explore the professional
and training schools that provide further
training- for band related occupations:

ACTIVITY: Students will interview members
of the St. Louis Symphony and do a career
profile on each, emphasizing preparation
and local opportunities for further
training.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To use the basic skills in
Band under the constant'pressure of per-
formance.

ACTIVITY : Using the basic skills learned
in band, students will perform at the
county musical festival.

S.

Members of'
St. Louis
Symphony

A career profile which
includes training and
preparation and -where
these can be secured
locally.

Band instrument's Performance and::-rating

1



SUBJECT AREA. , Clay

OBJECTIVES 8\ACTIVITIES RESOURCES :EVALUATION
J

DOMAIN: SELF & INTE PERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To generate self-disclosure

ACTIVITY: Each student vii111 make a face
tsk of clay which represents how he sees

himself most of the time.

through art.

s-20

Clay, art Aface mask that re-
materials, etc. presents the student's

self concept.

*FS-2363-Under-
standing Myself-

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK C. Local ceramics

LEISURE WORLD teacher
OBJECTIVE: To explore the opportunitiee
related to ceramics.

ACTIVITY: Students will participate in.
a discussion witha pottery and ceramics \-
person and list those occupations available
throligh ceramics.

A list of,occupations
that are deramics.'re]ated.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To identify training oppor-
tunities for ceramic engineering.

ACTIVITY: Students willintervilew a
.ceramics engineer from a local industry
and-write a summary of those training
opportunities available.

C Local ceramics
enginepr

*FS-2324-College
ar)d Career

A list of training oppor-
tunities available fo'
ceramic engineering.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION.

OBJECTIVE: To provide an opportunity to
use the basic skills used in this course as
an-occupation related activity.

ACTIVITY: Using the skills learned in
this course, students will display and
merchandise clay objects- in a ceramic ,show.
Teacher will discuss the salability of
those skills.

es
o 0

Art lab

Clay, wheels,
etc.

Ceramic chow end sale.



s-21 SUBJECT AREA Concert Choir

OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES RESOURCES EVALUATION
DOMAIN: SELF &

INTERPERSONAL SKILLS 'Unfamiliar music

OBJECTIVE: To explorepersonal Peelings on
how he feels on being chosen as a member of
a select group.

ACTIVITY: Reading unfamiliar music, stu-
dents will audition for Concert Choir.
Students will discuss in dyads their
feelings of inclusion in a select group,
i.e. pride, responsibility, modeling be-
havior for peers.

Piano

Peers

*FS-2327-Tc) Be
Somebody'

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF; ORK a
LEISURE WORLD

`PBJECTIVE: Tp learn about the training,
life s-W.e, and benefits of an occupation
Whose basic skill is vocal music.

ACTIVITY: Student will research the life
of a, renowned vocalist and plan a class
presentation using audio-visual Aerial'
and narration. i.e. temperament, training,
talent, life style, etc. /

Library

Audio. - visual

equipment

_Wad discussion of theit'
personal feelings on being
included in a select vocal
group.

Class presentation on :a

renowned vocalist to shod
facets of a career in
vocal music.

DOMAIN;: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE C Staff from local
,\ SKILLS

performingOBJECTIVE: To acquaint students with groupsopportunities for further training other
than c011eges and universities.

ACTIVITY : Students will research the
procedure for applying to sing with a local
group, i.e., St.. Louis Muny Opera, Six Flags

Research information and
resulting' correspondence
from local groups.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES Fr

OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATIONOBJECTIVE: To demonstrate' vocal skills
learned in this course.

ACTIVITY : Using basic skills, students
will volunteer to "performwith a youth
choir. i.e. Scouts, Sunday School, etc.
Teacher will discuss the salability of
these skills.

Local singing
group

3'r

Performance with local
choir\



SUBJECT AREA Girls and &Vs Chorus 5-22

OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES I RESOURCES EVALUATION

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE-: To intensify the student's

awareness of his cultural environment.

ACTIVITY: Student will sing foreign
songs and discuss what aspects of Culture

they reflectas these aspects relate tc5'

his cultural environment.
t

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF 'WORK &
LEISURE -WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To explain why singing can be

a 'Valuable leisure activity.

ACTIVITY: Students will list as many
situations as they can think of where
singing could be a leisure activity. i.e.
church choirs, day camps, Scouting,
chorales , group singing.

Sheet music

Instruments

*SFS 2529 The
Stoiy of
America's
People

Discussion revealIng
Student's averenees to

his environment.

-

DOMAIN4 CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
"SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To answer the question: "How

can I break into the vocal recording busi-

ness?"

ACTIVITY: Class will invite a promoter
of vocalists to discuss with the class the

answer to,this question, They will tape

this discussion for future use.

Local Singing
groups

Promoter
knowledgable
about recording
artists.

List to be placed on the
bulletin board or read
aloud of worthvhile' leisure
activities that involve
the knowledge of. singing.

Taped disbUssion to
filed for fUture

DOMAIN: BAS STUDIES C
,OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION)

OBJECTIVE: To 'Terforra under stress wit
others at to level in ,a disciplined

situation.

ACTIVITY: Using; the basic skills learned

in this course student will perform with

his group at the county music contest.

Teacher will discuss the salability of

these skills. ss

County music
contest

Evaluation by PA Fen.



s-23 SUBJECT AREA Individual Jazz Ensemble

OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES.
RESOURCES EVALUATION

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS'

OBJECTIVE:
To identify feelings ,related

to jazz.

ACTIVITY: Students will answer in written
form the'question: -"Ho* does jazz make me
feel?"

Records

Instruments

Sheet music

Music library

*SFS 2540 Audio-
Visual HistorY
of Jazz

KNOWLEDGE OF WORK g
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE:'To identify the occupations
as they are expressed_through the lyrieS of
music.

ACTIVITY: Students will e*plOre music
Arid list 10 occupations that are no
longer considered iviable.

Music library
*R 4045 Songs of
the Depression
*R 4046 Pws,of
''49 Songs of the
Gold-Rush

*R 4055 Aril.

Industrial
Ballads
*R 4096 Dust

Bowl Ballads

A written answer to the
question: *"How does °

jazz make me feel?"

List, of 10 vanishing

occupationd as found in
lyrics of 'music

DOMAIN: CAREER, PLANNING KNOWLEDGE
SKILL'S

OBJECTIVE: To identify the need for
retraining as a musician to meet changing
demands IA the public taste for music.

ACTIVITY: Students will 'interview 2
local band leaders for their impressions
on the need to retrain to meet public
tastes and write a short paragraph for
'each. )

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES &

OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION
OBJECTIVE: To use the basic- skills
learned in Individual Jazz Ensemble to
entertain others.

2 local band
leaders

ACTIVITY : Using the baSic skills learned
. in Individual Jazz Ensemble, the Students
will entertain an audience at PTA, hospital
etc.' Teacher will discuss the salability
of these skills.

ical,

instruments

39

e-

A short paragraph discus-
sing the retraihInd needs
of musicians to meet
public taste.

A performance to enter=
taro others.
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SUBJE9T AREA Algebra I

OBJECTIVES & ACTIV1ITIES

a-24

DOMAIN: SELF C INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To provide,seiisatisfaction
in problem solving. in atilt

;

ACTIVITY: Student will solve problems tha
he can do with ease and null report orally
his satisfaction.
Student will compare and/share the'new ex-
perience with past expediences that have
given him the feeling o failure.or,
frustration. ,

DOMAIN,: KNOW4EDGE7oF WORK &
LEISURE tWoRLD

OBJECTIVE: To ident/iTY'those occupations
that use proportion's, for priding.

A
ti

-between proportion and pricing i
\ to ,kb performance. i.e. problem

nutsAt-,!.Jh have different prices
for a unitary price.

TIVITY: Student will choseOne occupa..
n Where ..nowledge of the relationshiP,:'-

important
mixing

u sell,

RESOURCES

Text

Teacher

Class

Counselor

extbook

EVALUATION
41.14.1.1.Vil..00,

Class discussion of

feelings toward problem
solving in math.

Solution to the Problem,
and. identification of the
occupations that use
these skills.

'DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To explore those careers that
require algebra as a fundamental tool or,

basic skill for further training.

ACTIVITY_: Students will research college
catalogs and technical school bulletin's
and identify higher level math requirements
as babed on the prerequisite of. Algebra I
and list higher math courses which have
a basis of Algebra I.

,Counselor

?Counselor files

List of higher math courses
needed for occupations.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES & Teacher

!OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION
OBJECTIVE: To identify the occupations Text
in' the transportation field. that.use'

algebraic skills and computations.

ACTIVITY: Using the basic skills learned
in Algebra I, student will solve problems
for railroads and. barge lines. Teacher
will discuss the salability of these
skills.

4 0-

Solutions of the problems
of railroad and barge lines.

-4



s-25 SUBJECT AREA Algebra II

OBJECTIVES & .ACTIVITIES

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

-OBJECTIVE: TO provide self- satisfaction
in problem solving in math.

ACTIVITY: Student will solve problems
that he can do"with ease and will report
orally his satisfaction: Student will

comnare and share the new experience with
past experiences that have giventhim the
feeling of failure or frustratioh.

RESOURCES

Text

Teacher

Class

Counselor

EVALUATION

*FS 2363 Under-
standing Myself

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK &
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To identify those occUpstions
which might use the skills of pre-portion

solutions.

ACTIVITY: Students will research the
occupations of pharmacist, chemist, and
`:elated Occupations to determihe the
accessary Algebra II skills needed to
pursue these occupations. --

Occupations
. Handbook

Text

Local pharmacists
and chemists

Class discussion-of feelings
toward probleth solving
in math involying success
and failure.

List of Algebra II
skills to be used in
researched occupations.

PCVAVEN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE:To show the relationship in
Algebra II of stating a hypothesis and con-
clusion of theorems to the decision making
process in student's occupational choice.
ACTIVITY: Student will state the hypo-
thesis and conclusion of a theorem and re-
late to occupational decision making. i.e.
will identify the problem, collect the data,
test the data, and draw conclusidns
parallel to occupational` interests.

Text

Teacher

A collection of data
(i.e. interests, experience,
training) that is
identifiable in terms of
hypothesis and conclusions
relative to an occupational
choice.

BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To apply data outside a lab
setting to occupational decision making.

ACTIVITY : Using the basic skills learned
in this class, student will take the data
that he has secured and use it as a re-
source for a mock interview.

Faculty

Classmateg

4 1 1

A mock interview using
basic skills of occupa-
tionnl decision making.



SUBJECT AREA Basic Math 8-26

OBJECTIVES g ACTIVITIES 1 RESOURCES EVALUATION

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL, SKILLS

OBJECTIVE:., To identify roles of group
members in problem solving.

ACTIVITY : Students iri small groups will
solve a difficult math problem and discuss
the roles of each group member as it re-
latesto the task and process -of the group.
i.e. task of getting the job done, process
of communication smong.group members.

See appendix
for math'games.

*F-2372-How Can
I Understand .

other PeOple

DOMAIN: .KNOWLEDGE OF WORK &
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To identify the occupations in
which math is an important tool.

ACTIVITY : Students will identify occupa-
tions where the following activities-are
relevakit: receipts, s6maTTOETTIFT-
insurance rstes, orders, taxes, and list
those occupations whiCh rely heavily on
the badic skills of math.

Library

Counselor

.Texts

Discussion of the roles
played by group members
in problem solving.

OD ISO - 101. 40 =II 41110

List of those oecupations-

which,rely heavily on the
basic skills of math.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE 6.
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To plan training for 2 occupa-
tiOns in math related fields.

AkmrvIle: Students will review the math
cluster' and research 2 occupations as to.
preparation. They will share their data
with-the class.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To use' scaling as a tool in
an occupations visual.

AMENITY: Using the skills learned in
basic math relative to'schle drawings,
student will explore the` occupations of
drafting, interior design,, architecture,
pattern making, etc. and make scaled visual.
,Teacher will discuss the salability of
these skills.

4`2

See appendix for
math cluster

Oral, report to class ans
how one prepares for
entering 2 occupations
that are math related.

Text

Architect

'Designer

Machinist

Int. Decorator

Scaled visual and a die."
cussion.of those occupa-
tions which rely heavily
on the' math skill di



s=2 SUBJECT AREA Elementary Functions and Analytic Geometry

OBJECTIVES 6 ACTIVITIES RESOURCES EVALUATION

DOMAIN: SELF 6 INTERPERSONAL SKILLS IDice

OB)JECTIVE: To develop-self pride in mas-
tering difficult concepts of math.

ACTIVITY:. -Student will find the probabil-
ity of rolling two dice and getting a seven
Jae then will be given the opportunity to
express satisfaction both in the mathemati-
cal'problem solving and in the physical
tossing of the dice.

IND

Visible and mental
-satisfaction in. problem
solving.

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK I
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To determine some occupations
that use the skills taught,in this course.

ACTIVITY: Students will figure acreage
in an irregularly shaped-lot and list 4
occupations which might require this
skill:. Students will figure the amount
of interest paid on a $20,000 loan for
30 years and list 4 occupations that might-
Xevire_thia_sti3j..

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE 6
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE:To acquaint students with
colleges; universities; etc. where he can
secure further training in occupations
using the skills taught in this course.
ACTIVITY: Student will attend 3 sessions.,
at Career Day and write a summary ofhis
findings with regard to areas of further"
training.

Text

Teacher

7

Speakers at
Career Day
sessions.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES S Text
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To assess student's level of Teacher
achievement for further occupational
training.

ACTIVITY: Using the basic skills learned
in this course, student will take a pre-
test in calculus.

43

List of occupations that
might require the
knowledge of computing

I acreage and figuring
interest.

Written summary of
findings on further
training in student's
field Of interest.

Assessment of student's:.
level-of achievement
for further math training,
preferably in calculus.



SUBJECT AREA Geometry 4-28

OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES.

DOMAIN: SELF 6 INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE:- To relate frustration to task
performance using geometric figures.

ACTIVITY: -Student will solve the puzzle
"The }Mutilated Cross" and discuss how
frustration was related-to the task.

RESOURCES

"The Mutilated
Cross"

See appendix.

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK c lText

LEISURE WORLD
OBJECTIVE: To identify those occupations Machinist

that use geometric skills.
Bricklefer

ACTIVITY: Students will relate the occUpa,Architeet

tions of machinist, archii;ect, and brick-

layer as they pertaill to solving problems

in geometry, i.e. finding the exact center
of a given circle in stock metal, dividing

an angle into 2 equal angles.

DOMAIN : CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE 6 Colleges

SKILLS
OBJECTIVE: To determine where one can get Counselor

training for those occupations that require,

skill in geometry. 'Counselor files

ACrIVITY: Students willwriteto colleges,
universities, trade schools, and trade
unions to secure information on what
training is provided for these occupations:

EVALUATION

Group discussion and
interaction rort6ipAng to
frustration :iovel of .

individual c.-71,.r Porrorminr-7

tasks.

Solution to Problems and

how they relate, to these

occupations.

l'ortfolio of schools 'and

other training sources. .

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: Using the basic 'skills of
geometry, i.e. Pythagorem Theorem, to

relate geometry to the occupations of

carpenter and plumber.
ACTIVITY: Students will compute right
angles, sides of right triangles, make

corners and squares and show how they are

relevant to the occupations of, carpenters

and plumbers. Teacher will discuss the

salability-of these skills.

4 4-

Text fOral discussion. 5,the
relationship bntpren 511-

stallatipn c ilrl.Onl
plumbing and thn .i2thrlf,:on,;71

. Theorem.



s -29 SUBJECT AREA Health

OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES RESOURCES EVALUATION

DOMAIN: _SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To show that physical well-

being is related to personality develop-

ment.

ACTIVITY: Students will list those
physical limitations, i.e. intoxication,
asthma, loss of hearing, color blindness,
addiction, as they affect personality

development.

DOMAIN : IGIOWLEDGE OF WORK C
LEISURE vino

OBJECTIVE: To help students explore

related health occupations.

Text

Library

Films

*FS 2356
Keeping Myself
Healthy and
Safe -

A list of physical limi-
tations that affect
personality development.

Parrmint: Students will in a 3-minute
period list all health related occupations
they can will research additional health
related occupations; and as a post-test,

will in a-3-minute period, list those -

1/VetztilltZg =pations and compare his

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE C
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To identify the preparation
needed for a health related occupation

of interest.

WriVillf: Students will writea descrip-.
tian Of the training needed for a health'
related occupation, where training is
available and what.preparation he needs
to enter the training program.

DOMAIN: .BASIC STUDIES C
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARA TIQN

OBJECTIVE: To teach the knowledge or
first aid and its importance to others.

AarrvITY: Using first aid skill

learned in this course, the students will
demonstrate to elementary school
children the necessity of first aid

knowledge, Teacher will discuss the

salability.of these skills.

Text

Counselor's
occupational
file

DOT

Library

.Text

'Counselor's
occupational,
file

DOT

Library

A pre- and post- list
of health related
occupations.

'A/Written-descriition'Of
the training needed in
a health related occupa-
tion ofthe student's-
interest.

Bandages

Text

Splints

First. aid kits

4 5

A demonstration of first- I

aid to elementary children.



- SUBJECT AREA' Physical Education

OBJECTIVES g ACTIVITIES

s-30

RESOURCES EVALUATION

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: TO identify and understand
feelings of aggression.

ACTIVITY: Each student will participate
in a thumb-wrestling contest, i.e. the only
body contact.will be by thumb. He will

discuss what he learned about his desire to

win and how -he handled his feelings of
aggression with his partner.

Classmates

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK g
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To explore the opportunities
for occupations in recreation camps.

ACTIVITY: 'Students will interview a re-
source person from the American Camping
Association to determine the opportunities
for occupations in recreational campineand
will prepare a bulletin board showing

occupations.

A discussion with his
dyad partner of his
feelings of aggresbion
in this exercise.

Resource Person Bulletin board showing

from American ,opportunities in occupa-

Camping Ass'n. Lions in recreational
camps.;

iDOMAIN:.CAREERPL4NNINGKIIKKLEDa &
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To identify the schools which
.offer specialized training in physical

education.

ACTIVITY: Each student will list in order
orpreference those colleges which offer
training in phySical education.

Counselor List by order of his
preference of those .

Teachers schools which offer
specialized training in

College bulletins physical education

Library

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES &
, OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To demonstrate the recreation
skills learned in physical education.

ACTIVITY : Using the basic skills learned

in physical education, students will
volunteer to cadet .teach in elethentary.

schools, for sectarian and non-sectarian
day camp's, Scout groups, day care centers,

etc. Teacher will discuss the salability

, of these skills.

45

Camps, nursery Experience in directing
schools, eiemen7irecreation for children.

tary schools



s-31 SUBJECT AREA .Advaneed'Typing
1.

OBJECTIVES C ACTIVITIES RESOURCES

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS Typewriter

OBJECTIVE: To help students acquire a Textbooks
degree of pride in typing rapidly and
accurately.

ACTIVITY: Student will type letters and
determine their mailability on the-basis of
established criteria. Be rill keep a
folder containing his typed assignments in
order to meek-ire his progress toward meet
the criteria.

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK C
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To provide studentwwith a
knowledge of the fundamentals of type-
writing as used in office procedures.

ACTIVITY:-Students will type common
office forms emphasizing the technignee of
proofreading, correcting errors, and pre-
paring carbon copies.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE C
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To help students prepare for
entry into the job market.

Ahlrurint: Students will make a collection
of application blanks used by businesses.
They wilLinspect, fill out and discuss
these.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES 6
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To stress end product quality
by emphasizing the importance of accurately
using the' typewriting skills in writing a
letter of application.

Amitrinc: Using the basic skills learned
in this course, student will choose a want
ad and prepare an application letter and
data sheet. Teacher will discuss the
salability of these skills.

Textbooks

Typewriters

Forms

Erasers

Carbon paper

EVALUATION

Folder containing student's.
work through which he can
observe his movement to-
ward meeting the established
criteria.

Correctly typed office
forms and letters.

pplication
blanks

Completed application
blanks for criticism
and discussion.

Want Ad

A7

Graded letter.



SUBJECT AREA Beginning Shorthand s-32

OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES RESOURCES EVALUATION

. DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS Personal rating
sheet

OBJECTIVE: To stress the importance of's.

right attitude toward your job, your boss,

and your fellow employees.

ACTIVITY-: Students will use personal
rating sheet to analyze himself and to
answer the question: be a good

,,employee 'in the eyes of my boss and my,

fellow workers, i.e. accept responsibility,
punctual, accept constructive criticism?"

Completed personal rating
sheet with. suggestions

for self-improvement,

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK & -Local personnel

-LEISURE WORLD officers

OBJECTIVE: To acquaint students with
entry level jobs in shorthand.

ACTIVITY: Based on student interviews wit

local personnel officers, students will com
pile an employee guidebook for entry level
jobs. From this source each student will
select several jobs he would like to have
and prepare his plan to acquire the neces-

sary qualifications

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE : To show the importance of

appearance
jand

grooming in securing and

akeeping ob.

ACTIVITY : Students will find pictures of-
well-groomed persons and others not so well

groomed. They will use these tor grooming-
posters for discussion relative to appro-
priateness of dress for the interview, for
working in the office etc.

Employee's Guidebook
and students' perso al
plans for training'.

Magazines

NeWspapers

Posters

Posters depicting appro-
priate and inappropriate
dress for the offide

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES & Text

OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION
OBJECTIVE: To emphasize the importance Typewriter

of the basic skills of spelling, word
division, vocabulary, usage,.etc. to succes

as a stenographer.
ACTIVITY: Using basic skills learned in
this course, studehe will take "office-
style dictation"mith its interruptions,
omissions, etc. and produce amenable
transcript. Teacher will discuss the

salability of these skills.

48

Mailable transcript
showing basic skills
learned in the course



s-33 SUBJECT AREA Beginning Typing

OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES RESOURCES EVALUATION

DOMAIN: SELF t INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To help student assess his
qualities of dexterity as they are related
to concentration, correct posture, and ap-
propriate practice attitudes.

ACTIVITY: Student will orally assess his
own aptitudes in these areas and decide
which of these will require the greatest
effort. i.e. using background data of piano
training, concentration for long periods,.
etc.

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK a
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To acquaint students with
numerous jobs that involve typewriting
skills.

ACTIVITY: Each student will choose and
research a diffarenjob requiring type-
writing and will prepare a report.
Students will bring in aemany want ads as -

possible for jobs requiring typewriting
and make a bulletin board.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE'r-Tó make students aware of the
fact that numerous considerations are ap-
plicable in decisipn making regarding a
job.

AC\TIVITY: Students will engage in a dis-
.cuSsion of factors to consider when
choosing a job: tenure, benefits, oppor-
tunities for .adv cement, salt:tries,
personnel of comp , size of company,
working condition etc.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES 8
OCCUPATIOIALPRPARATiON

OBJECTIVE: To emphasize the importance of
the basic skills of spelling, word division
vocabulary, etc. to accurate, meaningful

a {typing.

ACTIVITY: Using the basic skills learned
in typing, students will collect for dis-
play letters that their parents have re-,
ceived in which the meaning was obscure
because of infractions of.these basic skill
also newspapers, magaZine articles. -:.Teacher

will discuss the salability of these skills

Text

Teacher

Library

Counselor

Newspapers

Student'S oral self-
analysis

Report on one job requiring_
typewriting.

Bulletin board of want ads
requiring typewriting.

Library

Counselor

Text.

*FS-2309-How To
Make a Career
Decision

Bulletin board

Letters

Magazines

Newspapers

49

.Discussion-of the many
factors to be considered
when choosing a job.

Bulletin board emphasizing
errors in basic skills
to be avoided..

Y



SUBJECT AREA Bookkeeping 5-34

OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES 1 RESOURCES EVALUATION

,DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To relate the value of time
and efficiency to performance of tasks.

ACTIVITY: During one class period student
will make'a time and motion study of:his
performance and that'of a fellow student
while solVing a simple problem using forms,

adding machines, etc. He will use this to

determine if he is using his time to best
advantage.

Text

Forms-

Adding machine

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF _WORK &
LEISURE WORLD -

OBJECTIVE : To acquaint students with some

of the duties most involved in bookkeeping.

ACTIVITY : Students will discuss time
cards and their use in figuring payroll.
Students will take a trip to an automated
office to observe the equipment used and th
skills required and will pool their informa-
tion and present to a basic math class in
oral form.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING - KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To help students become know-
ledgeable regarding some company policies

and pr9cedures.

ACTIVITY: A local personnel director will

explain office protocol and discuss some

freqUent infractions. Students will parti-

cipate in a question and answer session.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJEtTIVE: Torshow that the basic tools
of math and handwriting are of prime
importance in bookkeeping work.

ACTIVITY: Using the basic skids learned,
in this course, student will prepare a
short income and expense statement and
check for accuracy and legibility(without
the use of an adding machine). Teacher
will discuss the salability of these skills.

50

Time cards

Automated
office

Results of time and
motion study and self-

analysis.

An oral report to a basic
math- class on the equip-i
ment used and the skills
required in a bookkeeping
occupation.

Local personnel
officer

Student question and
ansrer session- with
poreOnnel director.

Text Accurate and legible
income and expense
statement.



s-35 SUBJECT AREA Clerical Practice

OBJECTIVES C ACTIVITIES I RESOURCES

DOMAIN: SELF C INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

EVALUATION'

OBJECTIVE: To help students assess their
personal "aptitude and capability with re-,
gard to office machines.

ACTIVITY: Student will participate in a
one period "course" during which time he
will receive acquaintanceship instruction ,
and operate a variety of machines unfamil-
iar to him, deciding which ones he- believes
he can learn with most ease.

Teacher

Machines Books

Office Machines

A A

Student's oral acknow-
ledgement of the machines
he feels he can, readily

learn.

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK C
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To point out that knowledge of
office machine operation'and utilization
can be used to obtain a job, seek a pro-
motion or become a more effective employee.
ACTIVITY: Students will make a survey of
machines used by local businesses; will
make a list of different types of jobs that
involve office machines and will hear
speakers from businesses tell how machines
are used in their work.

Local businesses Survey of machines used
locally and list of
different jobs involving
machines.

Oral reaction to speakers.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE C
SKILLS,

OBJECTIVE: To acquaint ttudents with job
opportunities requiting office machine
usage in the immediate area.

ACIrVITf: Students will conduct a
limited survey of community employdient
opportunities relative to kinds of jobs
available, machines used and degree of
competency required.

Local businesses

I

Results of limited survey
showing the availability
of jobs in the community
requiring skill in
machine operation.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES & .

OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION
OBJECTIVE: To btidge the gap between
having a skill and being able to apply
this "skill in a practical situation.

ACTIVITY : Using the skills learned in
this course student will outline, prepare,
and duplicate a program for a specific
school activity. i.e. program for a play,
a musical program or a PTA program.
Teacher will discuss the salability of
these skills.

11.

Materials needed
for duplicating.

r 1

//'
The duplicated program.

11.

//



SUBJECT AREA Secretarial Practice

OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES RESOURCES EVALUATION

DOMAIN: SELF 6 INTERPERSONAL SKILLS Text

OBJECTIVE.: To_1161p students become
familiar with 10),) t3rsenal:characteristics
required for EUCCO20 in an office.

ACTIVITY, Cone natively the class grill
develop a ,e1'.'-clliOysis scale relative to

appearhnce, jcb perfomance, etc. Each wiLii

Analyze his ?r,n abilities, likes, and dis-
likes in an efror t to ascertain how well- I

qualified he -3.0 to follow a career in an
office.Tea. che r and student Rill confer-

p e \ r
- - -

rei/Vni: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK 6
LEISURE WD

OBJECTIVE: To acquaint students with a

Library

Counselor
varietrof jobs for which he might qualify
.upon completion of this course. DOT

ACTIVITY: Students will make a written
comparison of the duties.of stenographers,
secretaries, court reporters, clerical
.workprs and will decide which of these he 1

,

canlpe with present skills.'

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE 6 Texts
Si(TJ,LS

OBJECTIVE: To inmrese upon students that
specific requirements must be met to secure
an office Job. '

ACTIVITY: Students will take skill per-
formance tests to determine thd levels of
their ability in the basic areas of typing,
shorthand, and office machines. This in=
formationwill be used in job resumes.

,Comparison of teacher
analysis of student and
his own selfz-analysis.

I......
Comparison of related-
occupations in the
secretarial field.

Test results for job.
resumes.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To 'determine which basics
need" o be re- learned and which skills need
to be strengthened.

ACTIVITY Using the basic skills learned
in this course, students will take the
sample Civil. Service test and use the re-
sults for motivation in skill development.
Teacher will discuss the salability of
these skills.

r9

Sample Civil
Service tests

Teat results for indivi-
dual instruction.



5.737 SUBJECT AREA Basic

OBACTIVES & ACTIVITIES

DOMAIN: SE,1" g INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To emphasize the importance of
how a person affedts .and is affected by his

family.

tnalulne: Student will list three rays
he can contribute to a more satisfying and
pleasant family life.

00

Home economics

RESOURCES

The family unit

*FS 2320 You
and the other
Generation

o

EVALUATION

List of three,ways-the
student can contribute

to a more satisfying
family life.

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK &
LEISURE WORLD

OBjECTIVE: To demonstrate that nursing

'-can be an occupation or a leisure activity.

ACTIVITY: Students will visit a hospital

and talk to both professional and volunteet

'iilpiT.and list theycontributions of each.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To research the relationship

between a course in home economics and

career opportunities.

ACIIVIIT: Student will research college

catalogsto determine colleges offering
majors in tome economics as a career.
Students will thenwrite a summary of

these findings.

Hospital

Hospital staff

Library

Counselor

Community
resources

.List of contributions
made by professional
staff of a hospital.

.List of contributions
made by voluhteer staff.

Summary of training
institutions that pro-
vide programs in home
economics careers.

)011AINt. BASIC STUD ES &
-bCCUPATIO AL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To show th importance of

measuring in, the product on of food in the

schOOl cafeteria.

tOfIVITY: Using the'basi skills learned

in this course, student will take a chili
recipe and expand It to feed the school

population. Teacher will discuss the

salability of these skills.

Cafeteria

Ingredients

Recipe

Measuring
devices

Equipment

The expanded chili recipe
to feed the school
population.



SUBJECT AREA Child Development s-38

OBJECTIVES -& ACTIVITIES RESOURCES

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To demonstrate the individual
differences in the growth and development

of children.

ACTIVITY: Students will visit a child day

care center to identify differences among

pre-school children, i.e.size, height,

weight, etc.

Child day care

center

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK &
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To recognize the regponsibili-

ty of parenthood to occupation and leisure

time and to become familiar\with child

development occupations.
ACTIVITY: Student will research occupa-

tions that deal with child development

skills, and write & paragraph describing

those occupations.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS /

OBJECTIVE: To familiaae the students j Counselor

with educational opportdnities that pre-

pare them as child development specialists. Child develop-
ment ,

ACTIVITY : Student will study occupational specialists

Teachers

Psychologists

Parents

Social workers

Day care
centers

.EVALUATION

A discussion of the
differences among pre-

school children.

A paragraph describing
occupations dealing, with

children.

Library

materials and research three c ild care
occupations of interest to him and write

& report.on this -research?

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES S
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To provide students with
skills for young children in play

development.

ACTIVITY: Using the basic skills learned
In this course, student will make three
original toys using simple materials.

Teacher will discuss salability of these

skills.

Magazines'

Cardboard, glue,

etc.

Wood

Metal

Written report on three
occupations that deal with

child care.

- - ,
Three original toys:

4



s-39 SUBJECT AREA Creative Foods

OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES RESOURCES

DOMAIN: SELF C' INTERPERSONAL SKILLS I

OBJECTIVE:, To show that concern for other,'
facilitates the functional relationship
with co-workers.'

ACTIVITY: Sttdents will role-play both
employer and employee in a conflict-situa.7
tiomand discuss pogabie alternatives to
conflict relationship.

EVALUATION

'Library Solutions to conflict
situations between

Industrial employer and employee.
relations bbbke

Local employers
and employees

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK &
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To show that knowledge _of
creative food skills offers opportunities
for leisure as well as employment.

.11(.7.rIV1171: Students will be given an

opportunity to express,their skills by
baking and decorating a cake which will
show his creativity and skill and will indi
carte the possibility of leisure activity
as well as occupational activities.`

Baker as an
employer

Individual,
cooking
facilities

'1

A cakewhich demonstrates
student's creativity.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &'
SKILLS

OBjECTIVE: To show the kudent that the-
-need for food;workers with specialized
skills has increased with the growth of
technology in the food industry.
ACTIVITY: Student will examine the adver.,-
tising section of)the newspaper and deter-
mine the career outlook of the types of
food ,service positions available:

Newspapers List of 5 toodservice
pccupatiots which are
available.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBiJECTIVE: 'To use the skill's, of creative
.,cocking*in preparing :a meal.

ACUVIInt: Using the basic skills learned
in this course, student will plan, ccok,and
serve a brunch,for a particular number of
gue8ts and for a specific price. Teacher
will discude the salability of these skills.

-Cook bboks

`Journals

Periodicals

5 r,)

,Brunch prepared by student.



otibdr..L1 iAALts

OBJECTIVES 6 ACTIVITIES

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE:

ACiTIVITY:4

RESOURCES EVALUATION.

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK &
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE:

ACTIVITY:

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE:

ACTIVITY:

A DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE:

ACTIVITY:

50



s-41 SUBJECT AREA _Housing and Interiors

OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES
1

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To clarify personal values in
relation to housing,and further the ap-
preciation of the basis of those values
that differ from your own.
ACTIVITY: Students will tour homes in the
community to observe differences in housing
as related to differences in people and
identify individUal differences in
housing and life'styles.

RESOURCES EVALUATION

Ho4es in the
community.

*FS 2372 How
Can I Under-

stand Other
People?'

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK &
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To increase the awareness of
the relationship between leisure activities
and occupational' activities in flower

AFTIII : Each student will arrange
'flowers under the direction of a profes-
*nal florist and identify Lhe character-
isticsnecessary for flower arranging as
relatddAo hobby and occupational choice..

Professional
florist

flowers

containers

Analysis cf the design
as it related to the
oWners'life style.

List of leisure and
occupational activities
in flower arranging.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING .KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To explore job training and
education needs for an occupation in
interior design.

ACTIVITY :- Student will investigate St.
Louis area colleges, schools of design-and
interior decorators for,possible training
and apprenticeship.

College catalOg

Counselor

Interior
decorators

Oral discussion of Jo
training and educational
needs for,an-occupation
in interior design.,

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To. learn the periods and
styles of furnittire.

Akuvrinc: Using the basic skills
learned in this course student will make
a notebook using as may examples of each
style of furniture as he can find suitable
for atandbbok for an interior decorator.

Photographs

Magazine article

Books

Furniture
catalogs

57

Handbook for an interior
decorator.



SUBJECT AREA Wardrobe Planning and Clothing Construction s-42'

OBJECTIVES C ACTIVITIES I RESOURCES \ EVALUATION

DOMAIN: SELF C INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To demonstrate that decisionS
regarding the purchase of clothing and
clothing construction are affected by.
personal and family values.
ACTIVITY: Student will inventory his
wardrobe and make a list identifying those
items he chose from personal taste-and tho.-
he purchased because of family decisions.

Wardrobe

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK C
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To determine the economic gain

of a person who sews for a living.

ACTIVITY: Student will interview a local
seamstress concerning her labor and. income

t compare the income of a seamstress with
other clothing occupations. ,

Seamstress

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE C
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To provide on-the-job
training in clothing.

ACT:CVITY: Interested students will parti-
, cipate in a job placement bureau in occupa-

tions related to wardrobe construction and
will demonstrate skill in on7the-job
training..

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To demonstrate the relation-
_Ship between constructing a garment and

purchasing one to determine the cost and
time factor.
ACTIVITY: Using the basic skills learned
in this course, student will make a garment
and log the time and expense and list those
items most feasible for home construction
or retail purchase. Teacher will discuss
they salability of these skills.

53

A comparative list of ,

wardrobe items identify-
ing those chosen for
personal taste and those
purchased because of
family decisions.

A comparative list of
interview results.

Guidance Office

COE

Local employers,

A demonstration of skills
on the job.

Materials need-
ed for con-
structing the
garment.

List of those items most
feasible for home con-
struction and those most
feasible for retail
purchase.



-43 SUBJECT AMA Basic Woodworking

OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES I RESOURCES EVALUATION

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To show the" relationship be-
tween interdependency and safety.

ACTIVITY: Stdents will participitte in a
trust walk exploring the shop environment:
They will discusehow they felt about
being dependent upon someone for their
safety needs.

Shop.

Classmates

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK &
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with car-
pentry as an occupation.

ACTIVITY: Students will interview a
local contractor and list those occupations
that deal primarily With skills used in
carpentry. They will write a job
description-as defined by labor unions.

DOMAIN: CAREER' PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS"

OBJECTIVE: To identify the training neede
to enter occupations that are_related to-
carpentry, i.e, apprenticeship, journeymen,
skilled-carpenter, etc.
ACTIVITY: Student will interview a union

-steward and secure information on how to
prepare to enter carpentry as an occupation.

Local contractor

Union
representatives

A dais discussion re
lating interdependency
and.safety.

A variety of job descrip-
tions involving carpentry
in construction.

Union steward

*FS 2325 What
Vocational

Studies Can Do
For You

Oral report on training
needed to enter' carpentry
as an -occupation.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL P REPARAT I ON

OBJECTIVE: To display objects made using
the basic :=kills of this course.

ACTIVIInf: Each student.will,:display a
finished product using the skills learned
in general shop and ba4c woodworking.
Teacher will discuss the salabl,lity of
these skills.

Tools

Shop materials

5 9

kA display of projects
completed 'in general

shop and basic wood-
working.



SUBJECT AREA General Architectural Drawing

OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES f RESOURCES . EVALUATION

DOMAIN: SELF g INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To generate self- disclosure.

ACTIVITY: Collaboration Drawing:
Dyads collaborate on a drawing without any
verbal communication.

Very large sheet
of paper or,
butcher paper.
Drawing instru-
ments for each
participant.

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK & 'Local architect .

LEISURE WORLD
OBJECTIVE: To explore occupations related

to architecture.

ACTIVITY: Students will`' interview an

architect concerning opportunities for
employment in architectural drawing and
related occupational activities and answer
in written form the question," What are the
occupational opportunities for me as a result
of-having-had-this-courts:eV)

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To determine the training
necessary to become an architect.

ACTIVITY : Students will interview in-
structors and students at Washington
University School of Architecture and list
courses that are prerequisites in high school
for college and those college courses needed
for certification in architecture.

s-.44

A collaboration drawing
and a di6cussion of the
importance of verbal
communication and
discussion of feelings
when there is no
verbal communication.

& paper answering the
luestion, "What are the_
occupational opportunities
for :Po an a result of
having had General
krchitectural Drawing?"

Instructors and
students at
Washington Univer
sity School of
Architecture

A.list of courses that
are prerequisites in high
school for college courses
needed for certification
in architecture.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES g
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To use the basic architecture
skills learned in this "course.

ACTIVITY: Using the basic architectural
skills learned in this course, the student
will design and draw an addition to the
existing school library. Teacher will
discuss the salability of,these skills.,

60

Blueprints of
existing struc-
ture and draw-
ing materials

A blueprInt design of an
addition to the existing
school library.



.0t. IOU ra1...1 ueurax micual.0

OBJECTIVES 6 ACTIVITIS RESOURCES EVALUATION

DOMAIN: SELF g INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE.: To generate self-disclosure
through a non-verbal activity using metal
materials.

,ACTIVIT*: The students will collaborate
in making a metal sculpture without any
verbal communication. Dyads will discuss
their interpretation of their experience.

Pieces of metal

Solder

Glue

*FS-2372-How Can
I Understand
other People

A. metal sculpture and a

discussion of this ex-
perience as it relates
to working,with others in-

a non=verhal project.

DOMAIN:,. KNOWLEDGE OF WORK C
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To explore occupations related
to metal working.

ACTIVITY Each student will write to a
steel or iron manufacturing concern and
inquire about occupations related to bench
Metal forge work, foundry work, heat treat-
ing, etc.;,add his'reply, brochures, etc.
to a bulletin board display: p .

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To explore local opportunities,
for further training metal working.

ACTIVITY: Students will visit the build-
ing trades program at the area vocational
school;report their information to the
general shop classes.'

Manufacturers of
iron, steel,
and metal pro-
ducts

A bulletin board display-
ing letters, brochures,
etc. from manufacturers
concerning occupations
in metal working.

Local area
vocational
school

**FS-2351-Plannir
Ahead After
High School

(An oral report to the
general shop classes
on local opportunities
for further training
in metal working -.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES 6
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE:' To use the basic skills of
metal working in repairing school plant.

ACTIVITY: Using the basic, skills used in
working with metals, each student will re-
pair or replace a metal made item in the
school. Teacher will discuss the'salabili
of these skills.

School plant
tools

Welding shop

Equipment

61

A repaired or replaced
item in the school
which demonstrates the
basic skills learned
in metal working.



SUBJECT AREA Industrial Crafts

'OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES RESOURCES EVALUATION

s-46

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To use the sense of touch and
smell to identify objects in the environ-

ment blindfolded).

ACTIVITY: Each student will touch and
smell objects made of leather, plastic,

wood, stone, metal, etc. and report Yfis

experience as it relates to the new .

awareness this perception generated.

Objectdof
leather, stone,
plastic, metal,

wood; blindfold

*FS 2363 Under-
standing Myself

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK &
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To relate work experience
and leisure'activities to industrial craftS.

ACTIVITY: Students will identify and
list small craft businesses that have
generated from hobbies, i.e. ornamental
iron, ceramics, beads, lapidaries, yarn,
candlemaking, wood carving, leather tooling

Local craft
shops

Dyad discussions related
to the sensory experience,.

A list of small craft
businesses that have
grown from hobbies.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS

OBJ,ECTIVE: To determine training oppor-
tunities related to crafts involved in the

jewelry business, i.e. watch repair,

mounting stones, engraving.
ACTIVITY: Students will write to=traft
organizations and manufacturers and secure

a list of training requirements, qualifi-

cations, etc. for entry into craft or trade

occupations.

Directory of
-manufacturers

A list of training re-
quirements, qualifications,
etc. for entry into craft

or trade,occupations.

DOMAIN: _BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To use the basic skills
learned in Industrial Crafts for products

to show and'sell.

.ACTIVITY: Using the basic skills learned

in Industrial Crafts, the students will

participate in an industrial crafts fair.

Items to be available for sale as well as

for display. Teacher will discuss the

salability of these skills.

62

Crafts objects
produced by
students

An industrial crafts-
fair with handmade items
for 'display and sale.



s-47 SUBJECT AREA Mechanical Drawing

OBJECTIVES S ACTIVITIES

DOMAIN: SELF g INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To generate self-disclosure.

RESOURCES

ACTIVITY: The Road of Life: Each student
will place a dot on his paper which- repre-
sents his birth. Then, without lifting his
pen from the paper, he is to portray a
series of Critical incidents which he feels
are representational of his life.

trawing
materials

EVALUATION

Dyads will discuss thei_
"Road of Life" as they
indicated in their
drawing.

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE. OF WORK &
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To txplore the occupational
opportunities of civil engineering and
related occupations that .require mechani-
cal drawing.

tamlar: Students will interview a civil
engineer and answer the question in writ-
ten form, "What are the occupational
opportunities for me as a result of my
having had mechanical drawing?"

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE g
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To identify those occupations
that require further training in mechanical
idrawing.

ACTIVITY : Students will interview an in-
structor in the area vocational school who
teaches mechanical drawing and list those
occupations which require further training
in mechanical drawing.

Civil engineer A paper answer the
-question', "What are the

occupational opportuniti
for me as a result'of my
having had mechanical
drawing?"'

Instructor from
area vocational
school who

teaches mech-
cal drawing

*FS-2422-Com-

munity Colleges
and Technical.

Institutes

A list of those occupd-
*tions which require fur-
ther training in mechtni
drawing.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To use the basic skills of
mechanical drawing for sign lettering.

ACTIVIVI: Using the basic skills learned
ill mechanical' drawing, each student will
construct and letter a sign advertising
homecoming. Teacher will discuss the
salability of these skills.

Drawing material

6v

A sign lettered to adver
tise homecoming.



SUBJECT AREA Understanding Electricity, -48

OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES RESOURCES EVALUATION

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding
and awareness of self through electricity.

ACTIVITY: Students will conduct the saw"
activities under different lighting condi-
tions, i.e. listening to music in brightly
lighted room, dim room, dark room; he will
describe how he feels about the activity
in each type of light.

Music

Electricity

Candlelight,

Colored-lights

A discussion of-the
effects of light upon
the participant in
different activities:

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK &
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: TO'identify the occupations
related to the production and distribution
of electricity.°

ACTIVITY: Students will visit and inter-
view employees of the Union Electric

Company. They will compile a lift of
occupations including salary, qualifica-
tions, training, etc.

Union Electric
Company

Job description6 in
Union Electric including
salary, training, etc.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To identify training programs
in radio and TV repair.

ACTIVITY: Students will interview
junior college staff in radio and TV
repair program and list courses and on-
the-job training needed.

Junior College
Vocational
School

*FS 2325 What
Vocational
Studies Can Do
For You

A list of courses needed
and on-the-job training
needed for radio and
TV repair.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To.,use the basic skills
learned in this course.

ACTIVITY: Using the basic skills learned
in Understanding Electricity, students will
repair small electric appliances provided
by faculty and Home Economics Department.
Teacher will discuss the salability of
these skills.

6.1.

Small electric
appliances pro-
vided by faculty.

and HomeEc.
Department

Repaired electric
appliances



s-49 SUBJECT AKA woodworking

OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES
1

RESOURCES EVALUATION

-4- -

DOMAIN-: -SELF 1 INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To generate self-disclosure
through a non-verbal activity using wood
materials.

ACTIVITY:' The students will collaborate
inmaking a wood visual without any
verbal comMunication. Dyads will discuss
their interpretation of their experience.

Blocks of wood_

glue

boards or frames

*FS 2372 How
Can I Under-
stand Other
People

A wood visual and a dis-
cussion of this expetienbe
as it relates to working
with others in a non-
verbal project.

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK &

LEISURE WORLD
OBJECTIVE: To explore occupations related
to furniture making.

AgrIVITY: Each student will write a
furniture manufacturer to inquire about
occupations related too upholstery, and
furniture repair. Add his reply, brochure
etc. to a bulletin board display.

Manufacturers of
furniture, i.e.
Drexel, Conant
Ball, Thomas-
ville, etc.ct

A bulletin board dis-
playibg letters, bro-
chures, etc. from
furniture manufacturers
concerning-occupations.,

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNUWIXDGE,&
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To explore local opportunities
for further training in woodworking.

ACTIVITY: "Students will visit the build-,
ing trades program at the area vocational'
school and-report their information to
the general shop classes.

Local area
vocational schoo

*FS 2422
Community
Colleges and
Technical
Institutes

An oral report to the
general shop classes
on local opportunities
for further training in
woodworking.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To use the basic skills of
woodworking in repairing school furniture.

ficrnalne: Using the basic skills used in
woodworking, each student will repair and/
or refinish a piece of schobl-furniture.
Teacher will discuss the salability of
these skills.

School furniture

Tools, paint,
and shop
equipment

6 5

A repaired and/or re-
finished piece of school
furniture which demon-
strates the basic skills
learned in woodwor



OBJECTIVES 6 ACTIVITIES

DOMAIN: SELF &_INTERPERSONAL'SKTLLS

OBJECTIVE:

ACTIVITY:

RESOURCES EVALUATION

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK 6
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE:

ACTIVITY:

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE:

ACTIVITY:

DOMAIN:' BASIC STUDIES 6
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE:

ACTIVITY:



SUBJECT AREA General Shop

OBJEeTIVES & ACTIVITIES

DOMAIN: SELF S INTERPERSON iL SKILLS

RESOURCES

OBJECTIVE: To show the relatio
between interdependency ancFsafe

ACTIVITY': 'Students,ifill partici ate in a

-trust walk exploring the shop environment.
Students will discuss how they felt about

-being dependent upon someone elae1for
their safety needs." , .

hip

Shop
_Olassmatea

EVALUATION

class discussion relating
interdependency and safety:

. r

DOMAIN: .KNOWLEDGE OF WORK 8
LEISURE WORLD-

OBJECTIVE: To become familiar wi h
carpentry as an .occupation.

ACTIVITY: Student will interview a local
contractor and list those occupations
that deal primarily with skills usedlin car
pentry. 'They will write a job description
as they are defined ,by union labor..

Local
contractor

T ow am I..

A variety of job descrip-
tions- involving carpentry

in construction.

DOMAIN: CAREER
1PLANNING

KNOWLED E &
SF 14aS

OBJECTIVE : 0 i entify the training need
to enter occupations that are related)to
carpentry, i.e., apprenticeships, journey-
men, skilled carpenters,, etc. 1

ACTIVITY : Student will interview a union
steward and secure information on how to
prepare to enter carpentry as an occupatio

Union steward

a

Oral report on training
needed to enter carpentry
as an occupation.'

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES &
, OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: TO give opportunity to
display objects made using the basic
skills of this course.

AcrIVITY: Each student will display, a

finished product using the skills
learned in general shop and basic wood-

working.

Tool and shop
materials

6 7

kdisplay of projects
completed in general shop
and basic woodworking.



SUBJECT AREA COE
s -50

OBJECTIVES g ACTIVITIES RESOURCES .EVALUATION

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To determine what personal
qUalities contribute to the success dr

failure of a salesman.

ACTIVITY: Given ajist bf personal quali-
ties, student will indicate'the ones
successful salesman should.possess, explain
why each is important tothis sales career

rand evaluate himself in terms of,the
number.of these qualities he pOssessese

Teacher

Basic Salesman-

rnest, John W.

Student' personal list
.af those salesmanship
qualities he 1pssesse8.

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To explore opportunitfes for
advancemenfthrough additional training,
longer holies, additional responsibilities,
etc.
ACTIVITY: Student will confer with his
employer to determine which of these
avenues will lead to advancement in the
shortest period of time and make a list in
order of Urgency.

.Ealployer List of methods of
achieving' advancement
in an occupation.,

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To explore further training-,
to enhance student's jol? opportunities.

ACTIVITY: Student will Confer with his
.employer top determine- what further

training he needs for permanent employfr
ment, i.e. course in retailing, personal
grooming, speech,.etc.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To assess communication skills
learned in the COE class to determine
individual strengths and weaknesses.

ACTIVITC: Using the basic skills learned
in this course, student will tape a
conversation between-himself and a customer
from which he will later point out to the
class strengths and weaknesses in his
sales presentation. Teacher will discuss
the salability of these skills.

63

Employer ,

*FS 2416 lbw To
_Get a Job and,
Keep It

Tape recorder

Tape

'Lisi"of courses' needed

for opportunity for
permanent employment, i.;e.
typing, bookkeeping, t,

rsfresher,courses in his

area of work.
'4.

Evaluation of student's
strengths and weaknesses
in communication skills
as perceived from the
tape.

4

10.



"

-atinor.A:r nattik vrivers' mucation

OBJECTIVES S ACTIVITIES RESOURCES

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To identify the extension of
the self concept through -driving.

ACTIVITY: Students will list feelings
about themselves when they drive a_Car, i.
e. independent, free, dexterous, accepted.

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK S
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE : To explore the occupations
basic to driving skills.

Aarrvtry: Student will make a collage of
that:ie occupations that show people using
driving skills, i.e. bus driver, taxi
driver,-chauffeur.

Automobile

Peers

*FSf-2327.-To-Be

Somebody

EVALUATION

Paragraph ,describing the
importance of learning to
drive and drivin"06-his
self concept.

Magazines

Missouri Divi-
sion of Motor

Vehicles

AAA

Collage showing occupa-
tions emphasizing driving
skills.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE 6
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To answer the question "How
can I become a cross-country truck driver?"

ACTIVITY": Student will write to a truck
terminal asking how can he became a truck
driver cross country, i.e. preparation;

*training, salary, working conditions, etc.

.DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES S
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with re-
lated activities in drivers' education that
are not related to specific driving skills.

AeTIVITY: Using the basic skills of
drivers' education student will start a
stalled car using Jumper cables, i.e. to
familiarize student with wrecker, service
-as an occupation. Teacher.will discuss the
.salability of these skills.

Truck terminal A reply telling him the
basic preparation needed
to become a truck driver.

Stalled car

6 9

ow' wo ea

.Starting a stalled car
and the'relation to an
occupation.



SUBJECT AREA Chemistry

OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES I RESOURCES-

s-52

EVALUATION

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To derive satisfaction from
experimentation and discovery.

ACTIVITY: Student will place 6 different
materials on a piece of metal and heat
while observing the order of melting, guess
why they melt at different times, and-write
a paragraph on what satisfaction he felt
with this discovery.

Lab materials
T

Paragraph that expresses
student6 satisfaction in
discovery.

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK &
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To explore, occupational
opportunities that are chemistry oriented.

ACTIVITY: Class will discuss those
occupatiOns which are chemistry oriented,
i.e. pharmacy , "research, technicians,

etc.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLPL:4ING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS . /

OBJECTIVE: To investigate the training
requirements for occupations which/are
chemistry, oriented:

ACTIVITY ituaent will reparCh,and
determine the:b./raining requirements

for entry into' a. chemistry-oriented occu-v
'pation of his/choice'and report his ,/

findings toithe class.

./'

Chemistry poster

Teacher

Counselor

Library

*FS.2852
Chemistry and
and the Nobel
Prize

done ON IMO

Class discussion ,exploring
types of chemistry- oriented,

occupations.

Counselor

College catalogS.

DOT

News letters from
industry

/

Oral- report, of findings

on training for a
chemistry-oriented
ocCupatioh.

DO 174: BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To use the basic skills
learned in this class, to test water to

determine pH. '

/

ACTIVITY : Using the bas c skills learned
in chemistry, the studen will test water
in a swimming pool to de ermine pH.
Teacher will discusl tile salability of

these'skills.

pH indicator
solution or

pH -meter

Conclusive test on pH
in the water.



5-53 SUBJECT AREA Ecology

OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES RESOURCES EVALUATION

DOMAIN:. SELF S INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To show that the survival of
the human race depends on the environmental
awareness of our children.

ACTIVITY: Student will take a home inven-

tory of the examples -of practicing' ecology
and indicate those in which he participates

Home

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK 6
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To familiarize students with
the occupations-of ecology.

ACTIVITY: Student will join a conserya-
tionorganization and secure literature
pertaining to ecology and make a portfolio
of related jobs.

Conservation
organization

Career Ed. in
the EnYiron-
ment

Library

*SFS-2553-The
Green Revolu-
tion

Inventory and his partici-
pation in ecology at home.

Portfolio of ecological
jobs.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To identify an entry level job
opportunity in ecology.

44a1V/Illf: Student will outline the pro-
cedure used in getting a. job as a conserva-

tion agent.

Counselor

Library

Park Dept.

Outline of procedure
of getting a job as-a
conservation agent.

Conservation
agent

*FS-2416-How To
Get a Job and
Keep It

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To be able to use the basic
skills in science to identify ways' of
saving the environment and improving it.

Aaiun?: Using the basic skills learned
in this course, student will get water
samples fiom local streams and analyze thei
contents in terms of pollution effects.
Teacher will discuss the salability of '

these skills.

Local streams

71

Analysis of samples from
local streams.



SUBJECT AREA Human Physiology

OBJECTIVES g ACTIVITIES

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE:-To show that man's personLity
is determined by environment and not by
genetics.

ACTIVITY: Invite a nuggg,and/or-dbctor-VY
explain why one's masculine or feminine
personality has developed through environ---
ment -ratherthen-through genetic endowment.
Student will write a paper on how environ-
ment has influenced his personality
delzAlowiWt.,

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK &
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE:To explore the occupational
opportunities available in human physiology,
(i.e., nursing, para-medical, doctor,teache]
etc.)

ACTIVITY: Students will research 5 occu-
pations that are directly or indirectly
related to the study of human physiology.
In this research they will photograph as
well as interview workers at work.

RESOURCES

Doctor nurse

*FS 2356 Keeping
Myself Healthy
and Safe

Camera

Video Film

Workers

*FS 2322 Careers
In Science

A paper entitled
"Environmental Influences
On uy Personality."

s-54

Films and oral narration
to accompany films:

DOMAIN: CARt*ER -PLANNING KNOWLEDGE g
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To determine training
possibilities for occupations that relate
to the study of human physiology.

ACTIVITY: ,Students will research colleges
and universities where they can get
training in occupations related to the
study of human physiology and will make
a bulletin board of those findings.

DOMAIN: BASICBASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE': To demonstrate the ability
to use the skills learned in human
physiology.

ACTIVITY: Using the basic skills learned
in this course, students will measure'
blood pressure of classmates and plot the
results*on 'a graph.

College
bulletins

Counselor

Bulletin board

Text

A bulletin board
including all informa-
tion-pertaining to
training for occupations
that relate to the
study of human
physiology.

7 2'

Equipment fbr
taking blood
pressure

School nurse

A graph depicting the
blood pressures.

of all the students
in the class.



3-55 SUBJECT AREA Introduction tb Organic Chemistry

RESOURCES

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS 'Textbooks

OBJECTIVE*: To receive satisfaction from
communicating technical information.

CT.I.V.I.TTStudentsArill,...pr,esgh4,aRat ed-

instruction to the class, i.e. aldehydes
strucuti.e, preparations and use in indus-

try, medicine, etc. Student will review

in a conference with the teacher his

self-satisfaction with his presentation.

Lab materials

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK g
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To observe a worker on the

job who is in chemistry.

Technician

Lab

*FS 2322. Careers
in Science.

ACTIVITY: Students'Will visit a local

laboratory observing a technician at

work. They will interview the technician

for knowledge concerning-training,-Antins,
salary, etc.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To investigate the training

.needs for a chemistry-orfented

occupation.

AMVIInf:Student will interview a medical
assistant to determine training necessary
in this area and will write a paragraph

summarizing the training necessary for a

medical assistant.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To use the basic skills
learned in this course to test water.

Medical
assistant

Lab materials

ACTIVITY : Using the basic skills learned

in this course, students will test for

gates of mercury in water. Teacher will

discuss the salability of these skills.

.1.010.6

4 0

EVALUATION

CiinleVerinnVWhieh7the
studea-waluates-the,....
activity and his self-
sWefaction in his
participation.

Group discussion of the
occupation of lab techni-

cian.

-271-r"="rtiM.V5-3:=MtV131:1:7t1

Paragraph summarizing the
training.necessary to

become a medical
assistant.

Conclusive tests for
traces of mercury in water.



SUBJECT AREA Physical Science s-56

OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES RESOURCES EVALUATION

DOMAIN,: SELF C INTERPERSONAL SKILLS
17.4.m..5.4.41..

OBJECTIVE: To appreciate differences in
physical characteristics of people.

ACTIVITY: Eacli student is asked to
--- identify other members of the class who
40744401Srite.I.nraPtejossInvm

physically reltembte-someone else, i.e. size

weight etc. and discuss with the class the
mr.,,qz,3-.,,similartti...,es and differences.

".07-14.2,44;r:Z2-7,

Classmates

*FS-2372-How Can
I ,Under-Stand

other People

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK C
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To identify those occupations
that relate to physical science, i.e. home-
makers, mechanics, game warden.

ACTIVITY: Student will make a collage
depicting the various occupations that use
the skills learned in physical science.

X=COMOMrITYZ:-.2WACVner",

Tear sheets

Magazines

Missouri
Conservation
Club

DOMAIN. CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To identify the training
available at Jefferson JuniOr College Voca-

--t-i-eSehoolthat-requires_physic
science skills.
ACTIVITY: Student will. visit the local
vocational technical school and interview
instructors in the different programs to
determine what prograts rely heavily on the
skills learned in physic'al science. He wil
prepare a report on this interview.

Jefferson Junior
College Voca-
tional Techni-
cal School
And_Sta

A discussion of the physi-

cal differences among
people.

A collage depicting
occupations that use
physical science.

Report summarizing the
programs that rely heavily
on the skills learned in
physical science.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES C
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To identify the basic skills
needed in replacing a light switch.

ACTIVITX: Using the basic skills learned--
*. in physical science student will replace
an electric light switch. Teacher will
discuss the salability of these skills.

Light switch

Text

Teacher

Light switch that has
been replaced and is
operating effectively.



s-
4

SUBJECT AREA sits'

OBJECTIVES 't ACTIVITIES I RESOURCES EVALUATION

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJIXTIVE: To explain wby the student is

the right physical size to exist on this

planet as opposed to fiction stories.

ACTIVITY: Student will work mathematical

problems related to stress for larger

creatures, i.e. a man 15 feet tall.

Students will work problems related to

energy intake vs. heat loss in smsli mam-

---mals, i.e., a 2-inch human.

Textbook

Teacher

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK g
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To acquaint the students with

opportunities in physics-related occupa-

tions, i.e. as to training, duties, salary,

life style and the relevance, of physics to

ACTIVITY: Students will
modern living.

interview a physicist in regard to oppor-

tunities in physics-related occupations

as to training, duties, And salary and

win sxmaratriYethe----findings.

Physicists

Solution of problems which
determine that the student

As the right physical size

to exist on this planet.

Recognition of fallacies

in fiction.

Group summary of the
physics related occupa-
tions and their require-

Iments.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &

OBJECTIVE: To
SKILLS

explore the availability of

occupations for persons trained in physics.

ACTIVITY : Students Will prepare a bulle-

tin board using materials from engineeting

,. organizations, technical schools, and

colleges, to show the proportion of job

opportunities to the number of qualified

applicants.

Brochures

Bulletins

Pamphlets
from
institutions

A. bulletin board pointing

out the proportion of job

opportunities to- the' number

of qualified applicants.

DOMAIN:- BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To determine what skills have
been learned in physics and to what degree.

AknErvITY: Using the basic skills learned

in physics, student will take a post-test

in physics. Teacher will discuss the

salability of these skills.

Teacher

Text

75

Passing a post test in

physics.



SUBJECT AREA Biology_ s-57a

OBJECTIVES 6 ACTIVITIES RESOURCES EVALUATION

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To show that man's personalit
is determined by environment and not by

genetics.

ACTIVITY Invite a nurse and/or doctor to
explain why one's masculine or feminine
personality has developed through environ-
ment rather than through genetic endoliment.
Student will write 'a paper on how environ-
ment has influenced'his personality
development;-

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK g
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To explore the occupational
opportunities-available in biology.

Doctor or nurse

*FS 2356 Keeping
Myself Healthy
and Safe

trrnalrf: Student will research 5
occupations that are directly or indirectly
related to the stddyof-biology. In this

research they-will -photograph as-well as
interview workers at work.

DOMAIN: ,CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE g
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To determine training possi-
bilities in biology-oriented occupations.

ACTIVITY : Students will research colleges
and universities where they can get
training in a biology-oriented occupation
and will make a bulletin board.

Camera

-Video Film

Workers

-*FS 2322 Careere

in Science

A paper-entitled
"Environmental Influences
On MY Personality".

Films and oral narration
to accompany films.

College
bulletins

Counselor

Bulletin board'

Text

A bulletin board including
all information pertaining
to training for biology
oriented occupations

.DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES 6
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To demonstrate the ability
to use the skills learned in biology.

`ACTIVITY :- Using the basic skills learned
in<piology, the student will, make a
micro -slide that could be used by a
teacher or lab technician. Teacher will
discuss the salability of.these skills.

7u

Lab materials Slideidemonstratiqg
the basic skills learned
in biology.



b6bULL4 Att.tai

OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES RESOURCES EVALUATION

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE:

ACTIVITY:

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK &
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE:

ACTIVITY:

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE:

ACTIVITY:

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES 6
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE:

ACTIVITY:

7 7



SUBJECT AREA Zoology 's-58

OBJECTIVES C ACTIVITIES I RESOURCES EVALUATION

DOMAIN: SELF C INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To identify an animal that the
student thinks possess the characteristics
that he would like to have.

ACTIVITY: Students will find or draw a
picture of an animal of his choice, He

will list the characteristics of that
animal as he sees them and write a paper

entitled: "The Characteristics of a
that I Wself Would Like to Have"

OM,

Magazines

*FS 2365 Are
You an Interest-
ing Person?

Paper entitled "The
Characteristics of a

that I Myself
would like to have."

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK &
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To identify occupations re-
lated to small animal care and treatment.

-ACTIVITY: Students will visit a small
animal hospital and interview personnel
concerning the,duties, responsibilities,
and training for small animal care and
will report to a biology class.

Small animal
hospital and
staff

Report on duties of
occupations involved in
small animal care.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE C
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To explore training oppor-
tunities for papa-professionals in small

animal care.

ACTIVITY: Student will interview
Jefferson Junior College staff to
determine the type of program available
and entrance requirements to be a
veterinarian assistant.

Staff of Jeffer-
son Junior
College

*FS 2322 Careers

in Science

Role playing using the
information learned
relative to the program
for veterinarian assistant.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To answer the question:

"What animal life exists.in the wooded
area of the school campus?"

ACTIVITY: Using the basic skills learned
in zoology, the students will observe
animal life and list the varieties found.
Teacher will discuss the salability of
these skills.

73

-text

Campus

NOTEBOOK

List of animals found in
the wooded area of the
school campus.



S-77 SUbdECT AREA America Between the Great War & the Depression

OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES RESOURCES

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE:To show that certain qualities,
characteristics, and temperaments are re-
quired for a career in the military.

ACTIVITY: Student will analyze his own
personality, interests and abilities in
relation to military life and will
summarize in a short paper.

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK &
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE:To explore through literature,
interviews, films, the various kinds of
jobs available in the law enforcement.

PLUrIVITY:Student will research law en-
forcement careers relative to retirement,
fringebenefits, travel, educational oppor-
tunities, etc. and make a visual depicting
these.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE:To show that there is an in-
creasing need in the military services fo
career personnel since the end of the
draft.
ACTIVITY: Student will compare in chart

form the benefits of voluntary military
service with those of comWsory service
i.e. increased pay, buddy system, choic
of location, ethidational-opportuni-

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES &

OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION
OBJECTIVE: To apply the social studies
skills learned in this course to the
various facets of a military career.

fignmy:Usingthie basic skills learned
in this course student will role-play a
military recruiter interviewing an 18
year old.

Recruiter

Counselor

Retired and
Active military
people

Government
bulletins

Military b Ochureg

Library

Textbo

Tele ision

F I. Agent

iceman

eriff & State
atrolman

Po

EVALUATION

Paper summarizing traits
necessary for a success-
ful military career and,
his assessment of these
trd is he possesses.

Visual depicting the
various facets, of a law

enforcement career.

Recruiter,
Counselor,

Retired and
Active military
people,
Government

Military brochure

FS 2514 Admission
to Service

Recruiter

Counselor

Chart depicting benefits
in both voluntary and

npulsory military
-service-.

Retired and
Active military
people

Government
bulletins

Military
brochures

9

:Role.--playing-presentation

depicting the life style
of a professional
tary person.



SUBJECT AREA Anthropology and Archaeology ;-a-60

OBJECTIVES g ACTIVITIES RESOURCES

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS Library .

OBJECTIVE: To show that the individual Texts

must possess certain characteristics to be

a. successful anthropologist.

ACTIVITY -: Student will read about the

life of Margaret Mead and others. Compare

the sacrifices that they had to make, their

commitments, and traits that he recognizes

in himself.

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK C
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE -: To explore the fields- 09

anthropology and archaeology as a possible

career choice. .

ACTIVITY: Research the lives of two
renoWned archaeologists and two anthro-
pologists and summarize the skills, train-
ing, etc. needed for success in these

fields.

ma,

Library

Texts

EVALUAT ON

Report comparind the traits
of anthropologists with
traits student r cognizes

in himself. -

Written summary of skills,
training, etc. needed by
archaeologists and anthro-

pologists.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE:To investigate the schools
that would 'provide the training necessary
for a career in archaeology or anthropol-

ogy.
ACTIVITY: Student will examine college
catalogs, consult guidance counselor, and
interview archaeologists and anthropolo-
gists to choose the course of study best

suited to his requirements.

Colleges

Guidance Office

Individuals in
er-munity

DOMAIN BASIC STUDIES- &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To show that the basic skills
of concentration, observation, map reading,
and research learned in this course may be

applicable in chosen occupation.
AK;TIVITY: Usi the basic skills learned
in this course student will planand out-
line an archaeological trip (dig) in the

midwest. i.e. Kentucky sink hole, Cahokia,
Kimmswick Mastodon Boneyard, Washington

State Park.

80

Library

Texts

Proposed course of study
for individual student in
preparation for a career
in archaeology or
anthropology.

Resource persons

Detailed plan for the
'trip (dig).



s-61 SUBJECT AREA Child- Adolescent Psychology

OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES RESOURCES EVALUATION

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To develop an awareness of
values as they relate to decision making.

ACTIVITY: Students will participate in a
value game that relates decision making
and problem solving to values.

See appendix

SFS 2521 Value
for Teenagers:
The Cheice is
Yours

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK &
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To identify the career oppor-
tunities in child and adolescent psychology.

ACTIVITY :Student will interview 2 psy-
chologists to secure occupational informa-
tion, i.e.trainingi salary, working con-
ditions, etc.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
-slans

OBJECTIVE:- To investigate the traning
opportunities for child and adolescent
psychologists in the St. Louis area.\

ACTIVITY: Students will write for college
catalogs from St. Louis area colleges and
prepare a job planning, brochure.

DOMAIN -:- BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To use the basic skills of
this course to determine the stage of
career awareness of the subject.

ACTIVITY :Using the basic skills learned
in this course students will interview
elementary school children concerning
career awareness using the fantasy inter-
view and write a summary.

w.

A discussion of the effect

of personal values to the
types of decision wade
and problem Solving method
used:

Counselor

Area psycholo-
gists

Mental health
clinic

St. Louis area
es

Counselor

..SeeappendIX

81

list of the require-
nts, training, Ealary,

job description,, etc. of

a child and adolescent
sychologist.

A brochure describing the
training institutions

courses-offered.

A written summary of the
results orth-eibt-dtview.



SUBJECT AREA Civil War and. Reconstruction

OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES

s-62

RESOURCES

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To show that the Civil War wit
political and patriotic commitments often
destroyed family life.

AcrIvrint: Student will write a letter to
a friend when he. returns home from the war

and realizes the devastation ofwar and
family life as a result of hith political

commitment.

Am.+,

E,VALUATION

Friendly
Persuasion

Andersonville
SP-3139-Red
Badge. of Cour-

age-Literary '

Prints
Red Badge of '

Courage
Gone With the

Wind --

Libra
*FS-23 2

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK &
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To assess the influences of
the civil war on the world of work and the
:growth of new occupations.

ACTIVITY: Students will research the
'growth of the steel and glass industries
as they emerged from the Civil War to pro-
vide a post-war industrial boom in in-
dustrial employment and will list new
occupations that were a result of this
post-war industrial.growth:

Libyar//y

Americans,Inter-
pret Their
Civil ,War,

Thomas J. Pressly

The Civil War, and

ReconStruction,
Randall, J.G. &
Donald, DaVid

Textbook ,-

Letter indicating his
personal feelings about
the situation which he

'finds himself.

. 111

A list, of those occupa-
tions in the'steel and
glass industry, that drew

out `of post, Civil War

expansion.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDG56
SKILLS

BITECTIVET-To-i-dent-igy-locaL-0PIVr7.-L, -
tunities for work careers in the steel and
glass industries.

ACTIVITY: ,Students will interview St.
*Louis employers in the steel and glass
industries and report the opportunities
available for work entry.

KFarbtg-el-and---
glass industries

*FS-L.231

-Plahning Ahead
After, High

School

A +&b -of-- employment.

opportunities locally
available in the steel
and glass inaustrtes:

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUYATIONAIT-PREPARAT-ION

OBJECTIVE: To use the basic skills of
social studies to explore the reconstruc-
tion of industry in the present as related

olcal change and present job
: sing the basic skills learned

in this-class, student will Visit local
glass_indugtry and identify the technologic-
al changes that are evidehiafir-Whin-affect
his job opportunities.

8 0

A local glass
andUstry

list of technological
changes in a particular
industry that have
ffected job opportunities.

. 4



s-63 SUBJECT AREA Contemporary issues

OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES -RESOURCEN- EVALUATION

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: -To become aware of leadership

qualities among politicians today and re-

late these to aeadership qualities in

himself.
ACTIVITY: Student will make a list of

characteristics that leaders in public

office need to effectively'serve the

public and compare these to his inventory

in written form.

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK &
LEISURE) WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To investigate career oppor-
tunitieedn public service.

Student will interview the

city clerk and county'clerk concerning

occupational possibilities and write-a

resume of career opportunities.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To identify lopal opportuni-

ties fori elected. positions in public

service.

ACTIVITY: Student will join the Young

Democrats, Young Republicans, etc. and

present the philosophy, activities, and

opportunities within that organization for

entry into the political world.

OP Nag VIM

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To refine the basic skills

learned in social studies to communicate

his ideas effectively.

ACTIVITY: Using the basic skills learned

,in this course student will make a
persuasive speech on some contemporary issu

Media

Personal
interviews

*FS 2363 Under-
standing Myself

City and
County Clerks

Profilelist of-a euccess7
All leader emphaelzing.
leadership characteris-
tics that are positive.

4paragraph assessing
_student's own leadership
abilities in relation to

these characteristics.

Resume of career
opportunities in public,

service'.

Political
organizations

Active participation in
local political affairs.

Media

Personal inter-
views

Library

Teacher

3.

Speech of persuasion
on a contemporary issue.'



SUBJECT AREA Democracy vs. communism
s-64

OBJECTIVES & .ACTIVITIES I RESOURCES

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To compare individual attitude:
in our free enterprise system,with those in
a communistic system.

ACTIVITY: Student will compare life on a
small American farm with life on a state-

, owned farm in Russia in an oral report and
relate the frustrations he feels he would
encounter living on a Russian farm.

Textbooks
Library
Refugees from
Communist

Countries
Newspapers
Magazines
*FS-2230-2233,
Soviet Union
Series

-EVALUATION

Oral report in which
similarities, differences
and opinions are dis-
cussed.

DCUAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK e
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To show that different types
of government affect the working conditions
salaries, etc, of a particular job.

porIVITyv, Student will research the oc-
cupation of this choice in America and com-
pare with the counterpart of the same '

occupation-in Russia and will report his
findings orally i.e. doctor, teacher, etc.

O

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE t
'SKILLS

. OBJECTIVE: To contrast democracy and
communism as to freedom of oceupWenk
choice by individuals.

ACTIVITY: Student will. research 'this
question ,as tO age, ability, working
conditions, freedom of choice,,,,etc. and
report orally his findings.

Above

*SFS-2561-IsSues
of Freedom and
Government-

Oral report summarizing
his research

Above

*FS-2209-Com-

munist Chal-
lenge'

*FS-Democracy in
Action

Oral report summarizing
his research.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To put to practical use the
understandings derived from this course.

.ACTIVITY : Using the basic skills learned
in this course, student will write a paper
on "I Buy,Democraey'(CoMmtnism) Because of
the Difference in Job Opportunities."

Above'

8

Paper summarizing dif-
=ferences in occppational
opportunities in
democratic and com-
munistic countries.

O



1\\\

ACTIVITY: Student will visit a nursing.
home,, retirement center, senior citizens'
home, etc. and identify career and occupa-
tional possibilities in care and-recreation

for the aged.

s -65 SUBJECT AREA General Sociology

OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES I RESOURCES

DOMAIN: SELF C INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To compare and contrast the
relationship between personal problems and

- -

social problems.

ACTIVITY: Student will list in hierarchy
,those problems that he feels are personal
and those that he feels are social.

Self

EVALUATION

Group discussion in terms
of the relationship of
these problems to each
,other.

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK C
LEISURE WORLD.

OBJECTIVE :To identify occupational oppor;

tunities in geriatrics._

Retirement homes
Nursing homes
Senior citizens'
homes.

Earn (Senior
citizens
social center,
DeSoto)

*FS 2320 You
and the Other
Generation

A list of those occupa-
tions related to

geriatrics.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE C
'SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To answer the question, "Hour

much preparation do I need to work with

juvenile delinquents ?"

ACTIVITY: tudent will interview the

juvenile offi er and identify the training
and skills needed to become a juvenile

worker. Student will write a job descrip-

tion including \qualifications, training,

salary, etc.

Juvenile officer A job description of a
juvenile worker including
qualifications, training,

etc.

\DOMAIN:. BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

BJECTIVE: To use the basic skills
earned in general ,sociology to identify

c:;., problems.

A
in

pro
Jef
sala

TIVITY: Using the basic skills learned
this course, the students will have a
el discussion of the sociological
lems caused by shifting population in

erson County. Teacher will discuss the

ility of these skills.

Textbooks

County Office
holders

City offices

8

A. panel discussion of
sociological problems
caused by shifting
population in Jefferson
County.



'SUBJECT AREA Geography of the U. S. s-66

OBJECTIVES &- ACTIVITIES I .:RESOURCES EVALUATION- -

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To s_ how that climate and geo-
graphic factors influence personal traits.

ACTIVITY: Student will interview local
people Who have lived in both warm and
Cold climates and secure from them the
contrast between clithate and behavior.

Textbooks

Library

Teacher

Counselor

Local people

DOMAIN; KNOWLEDGE ,OF WORK &
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To determine the-importance
of geographic factors in occupations.

ACTIVITX: Student will fill in a blank
map with colors that indicate 10
interesting occupations by location.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS 4

OBJECTIVE; To determine job bpportUnities
in different locations in the ,U. S.

ACTIVITY: Student will write to the
Chamber of Commerce in different geo-
graphic locations requesting information
on employment opportunities in the area.

DOMAIN: 'BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To use the basic skills learned
in this course to determine geographical
factors as. they relate to occupational
choice based on their interests, etc.
ACTIVITY: Using the basic skills learned
in this course students will interpret
weather maps, rainfall charts, geodetic
survey maps, and compile information
relating:to an:--ideal geographic location.

Summarize findings as they relate to his
occupational interests. Teacher will
discuss the salability of these skills.

Textbook

DOT

Counselor

Library

FS 2652-2723
U.S. Geograph-
Regional
Studies (71)

Comparative list of
personal characteristics
as related to climate
and geographic factors.

4I

Geographical occupational
map..

Maps

State Chambers
of Commerce

Geographical occupational
portfolio.

S.

Government
Publishing
Office

Textbooks

Dept. of
Interior

8:3

Theme summarizing his"
findings of,geographical
factors as they relate
to occupational choir!c.



s-67 SUBJECT AREA Vistory' of the American West

OBJECTIVES g ACTIVITIES RESOURCES

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To explore those character-
istics which propelled the settlers to
move westward and to survive the hardships.

ACTIVII1C: Student will write a: week's
diary of an imaginary trip westward in
which he emphasizes specific hardships,
make a list of qualities necessary for
pioneer survival and determine which of
these he possesses.

11114

EVALUATION

Library. List of persopalqualities,
-needed-tor survival in

Textbooks- the Westward Erptnsion.

DOMAIN: -KNOWLEDGE OF WORK -g

LEISURE WORLD
OBJECTIVE: To determine the roles of aL

cowboy on a dude ranch and on a working
ranch.

ACTIVITY: Student will research through
magazines, books,'etc. the 2 roles and pro-
duce a chart indicating the 'responsibilitie
of each and indicating which duties might
also be considered leisure activities.

. ,

Ims -

see appendix

*FS-2197-The
Westward Move-
ment

*FS -2808 -Bret
Hartels Short,

Library' .

Films -

see appendix

*SFS-2545-Folk
songs and Cow-
boys

tories

Chart showing the
different duties of a
cowboy on a dude ranch'
and on a working ranch.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To answer the question, "How
can I become a forest ranger in Montana?"

ACTIVITY: Student will explore DOT,
college catalogs, government bulletins, etc
and write a dialogue of an interview be-
tween himself and a forest ranger.

Dar

College catalogs

Library_

Government
bulletins

Montana Chamber
of'Commerce

Written dialogue
answering the question,
"How can I become a
forest ranger in
Montana ?"

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES g,
- OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To use the basic' skills of
social studies to show the movement of
occupations westward.

ACTIVITY: Using the basic skills learned
in this course the student will make.a
chronological chart which shows occupations
as they moved westward to meet changing
needs..

Library

Films

Textbook

8 7

Chart Showing changing
occupational needs as
population moved west-
ward



SUBJECT AREA Social Problems s -68

OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES I RESOURCES 'EVALUATION

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To identify social influences
that, dontribute'o my own behavior.

/

ACTIVITY: Stude will look at friends

,and/list those cjaracteristics hp:admires

and those he doe's not admire peer

group without disclosing identities. He

will make a list of those behaviors he
perceives as desirable in himself.

Peers and
environment

FS 2323 -Turning
Over a New Leaf

A list of behaviors he
perceives as desirable
and undesirable in him-
self and others.

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK &
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE : To explore occupations in

social work.

ACTIVITY:Student will interview the
director of a welfare office and compile a
list of job opportunities in social work.

Director of
welfare office

Compilation of job oppor-
,

tunities related to social
work.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE:To explore on-the-job training
in the Community Treatment Center.

ACTIVITY: Student will observe the career
services in the local Community Treatment
.Center, will keep a log'and relate these
job opportunities to himself.

Local rehabili-
tation center

A log of activities, his
observations and impres-

sions on job opportunities
in a community treatment
center.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES C
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To analyze a social problem
on the local level.

ACTIVITY: Student will use the basic
skills learned in writing a letter to the
local newspaper pointing out a social
problem of which many people are still

unaware. Teacher will discuss the
salability of these skills.

83

Local newspaper Letter to the editor
concernipg. a local social

problem.



s-69 SUBJECT AREA The City

OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES RESOURCES EVALUATION

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To examine the growth of cis,

ties as a result of the need for inter-

dependence among people.

ACTIVITY: Students will trace 'the growth

of cities and list those reasons why they
emerge with special emphasis upon the inter

dependence factor. Students will write

an essay for or against city,living as it

;elates to the interpersonal needs of
Indiyiduals.

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK &
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To determine employment oppor-
tunities in the city as opposed to those

of a rural environment.

ACTIVITY: Students will examine the news,
paper want ads of the St. Louis paper and

compare those listed with a rural or

local paper.

Library

SFS 2562
Discovering the
Inner Cityi New
Social Studies

Newspapers

FS 2832 Urban
Redevelopment

An essay for or against
city life as it relates

to the satisfaction of
interpersonal needs of

individuals.

A comparative list of
occupations available in
a large city and a rural

area.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE:To identify the methods used
to secure employment in a city.

iv:Turn:Students will interview city
employers and secure a list of metI,?ds

used to gain entry to citroccupations';
i.e. want ads, resumes, employment
counselor.

*s.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE:To use the basic skills of
social studies tophhow that ethnic groups
have contributed, to the growth of cities

through their occupations and skills.
ACTIVITY:Using the basic skills learned
in this course students will identify the '
ethnic group or community and list the
occupational skills they contributed from

their mother country. Students will write

an essay explaining skills that have been

contributed by the city immigrant.

City employer

FS 2416 How To
Get A Job and
Keep It

Cultural fests

Missouri
Historical
Society

Senior citizens

89

A list of those occupations
which would more lend them-
selves to resumes, direct
employer contact, employ-
ment,office, agencies, etc:

An essay explaining skills
that have been contributed
by the city immigrant.



a

SUBJECT AREA The New Frontiet s -70

OBJECTIVES, & ACTIVITIES I RESOURCES

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE.: To determine personal traits

necessary for frontier travel.

ACTIVITY: Student will read stories,

diaries, letters etc. about specific
individuals,who live in Alaska and prepare

a report on their personal traits.

EVALUATION

-Wild Alaska
Hedleay
DonoVan,

Icycles on the
Roof
Dorothy L.
Tina

Where the Sea
Breaks its Back
Corey Ford

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK &
LEISURE WORLD

OBJECTIVE: To explore job possibilities
in, modern air transportation.

ACTIVITY: Students will group interview

a representative from McDonnell Aircraft

Co. and discuss air transportation oc-
.cupations and then list "4 air transporta-
tion occupations by order of interest.

Representative
from McDonnell

Aircraft Co.

Written report on personal
traits necessary for
frontier travel.

List of 4 occupational
possibilities in modern

air transportation.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To determine which high school
courses seem most necessary for occupations

in rocketry.

ACTIVITY: Student will visit a meeting of
the rocket club, discuss with senior members
and sponsor their opinions on course
priorities, and make a bulletin board in
which he features courses pertinent to this

occupation.

Rocket Club

"Careers in Aero-

space and
Astronautics"

*SFS-2527-2001:A.
Space Odyssey

*FS-2423-Astrono-
mer at Mork

Bulletin board displaying
high school courses
pertinent to rocketry.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To show that technological
change necessitates new frontiers in

occupations.

ACTIVITY: Using the basic skills learned

in The New Frontier, student will list
technological changes in the last 20 years

as they relate to new frontiers in occupa-

tions.

/Library

Textbooks

List of technological
changes that bring about
new frontiers in occupa-
tions



.s-71 SUBJECT AREA Women.in History

OBJECTIVES £ ACTIVITIES I RESOURCES EALUATION

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: 7: identify those characteris-
tics that may be classified as primarily
feminine and masculine with respect to egos
personality traits, and values.
ACTIVITY: Students will list some of the
characteristics they feel are primarily
masculine or feminine.
Invite a male and female psychiatrist to
discuss historical and recent theories con-
cerning sex differences' involving egOs, per-
sonality traits, and values.

Broverman, I.

et al
"Sex-Role Stereo
types: A Cur-
rent Appraisal

Journal of
Social Issues
Vol. 28

No. 2, 1972
Psychiatrists

DOMAIN : KNOWLEDGE OF WORK & --

LEISURE WORLD
OBJECTIVE: To identify opportunities for
women in the labor market:

ACTIVITY . Students will interview working
women in tie community and make a list of
different occupations accompanied by

Aualification, salary, training, etc.

Local employers.

Local personnel
officers

*SFS-2583-
Women: The
Forgotten
Majority

A list of those charac-
teristics that may be
classified as primarily
masculine or feminine
with respect to per-
sonality, egos, values.

A list of local occupa-
tional opportunities
available to women.

DOWVIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE C
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: Tc identify employment agencies
that specifically see% to place women in
positions.

ACTIVITY : Students will interview the em-
Pio nt agencies in the St. Louis area
and /list those that specifically seek to
pO fake women in positions.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE: To show by using the basic
skills learned in social sciences that
women in history have contributed to the

sivirm,84gthatiPvyg8niacnofed
in this course, students will examine
American history in terms of the contribu-
tions made by worsen and list those con-
tributions made by each as a result of thei
occupation. Teacher will discuss the
salability of these skills.

Employment
agencies in the
St. Louis
area

A list of those employ-
ment agencies in the St.
Louis area that specifical-
ly seek to place women in
positions.

History books

91

A list of the women in
history who have made
social, economic and
political contributions
as a result of their
occupations.



OUbULUIAALA

OBJECTIVES-6 ACTIVITIES RESOURCES EVALUATION

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE:

ACTIVITY:

DOMAIN: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK 6
LEISURE .WORLD

OBJECTIVE:

ACTIVITY:

DOMAIN:-CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE 6
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE:

ACTIVITY:,

DOMAIN:. BASIC STUDIES
OCCUPATIONAL. PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE:

ACTIVITY:

9 '2



SUBJECT AREA Family Living s-71a

OBJECTIVES & ACTIVITIES

DOMAIN: SELF & INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To identify sex roles within
the family relationship and hOw they are

determined.

ACTIVITY: Students will analyze pre-
school and school age textbooks utilized in

this community or sex role stereotypes.

They will examine student's non-sexist
coloring books and compare with usual
coloring books.

RESOURCES

Rainbow Insti-
tute, Box 13907
UCSB, Santa
Barbara, CA
93107

See glossary

EVALUATION \
List identifying examples-"
of sex bias fowl in
textbooks.

DOMAIN,: KNOWLEDGE OF WORK &
-LEISURE WORLD

'OBJECTIVE: To identify those occupations
that deal with buying a house.

ACTIVITY:Class will become a- family for

the purpose of buying a home. This will

involve contact with occupations of the

following: insurance salesman, real estate
agent, appraiser, mortgagor, title company,

People in the

community

FS 2501
Fundamentals of
Economics

The class as a famii'y unit

hypothetically purchased
a home and became faMiliar

with the occupations,
involved.

DOMAIN: CAREER PLANNING KNOWLEDGE &
SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To identify occupations that
primarily deal with family living and what
training is, necessary to enter these

occupations.
ACTIVITY: Students will research agencies
which deal With family groups and list
training requirements. They will have a
family counselor come to the class and ex-
plain entry level skills required for his
job and where to secure training,

Counselor

Welfare Office

Government
agencies

Family planning
agencies

Ministers

List of agencies in the
community that deal
primarily with family
living and a list'of
training requirementS
for entry into these
arTer.2y occupations.

DOMAIN: BASIC STUDIES &
OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

OBJECTIVE:To identify occupational
ro es and how they affeCt fathily living.

ACTIVITY,: Using the skills learned in
this course student will examine and note
the roles of his own family in terms of
the occupations they involve and what effec

they have on family living, i.e.profes-
sional, non-professional, male or female,
etc. Teacher will discuss the salability
of these skills.

;

Family Units

93,

Short paper on how
occupational roles have
affected my family.



APPENDIX

i. Career Education and Guidance

iii. Values Autobiographical Questionnaires

v. Value Clarification

vii. The Value Clarifying Method

viii. Values The Action Side of Valuing

x. The Value Game

xiii. Puzzle No. 1

xiv. Nonverbal Techniques

xv. Fantasy Trip ,

xvii. Mutilated Cross
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CAREER EDUCATION AND GUIDANCE

FS 230812308A Ie;t's look at Caree/is

FS 230972309A Hoq To Mak_ Career Decision

FS 2320\ Yon and. the Other 6weintion

FS 2321 'bur Occupat5en - Student

FS 2322 Careers in Science

FS 2323 Turning Over ai'New Leaf

FS '2324 Pollege and CaiJper.

FS 2325 What Vocational Studies Can Do For You

FS 2326 The Law and You

FS 2327 To Be Somebody

FS 2343 How To Find a Job for Yourself

FS=2351 Planning Ahead'after High School

FS 2356 Keeping Myself Health and Safe

FS 2363 Understanding myself

FS,2365 Are You -An Interesting Person?

FS 2372 How Can I Understand Other People

FS 2397-2401 Marriage and Family Living Series

FS 2416 How To Get -a Job and Keep It

FS 2422 Community-Colleges and Technical Inititutes

FS .2423 Astronomer at Work

FS 2571 -2576. Ecology Series

FS 2583-12588 Forest Communities Series

SFS 2505 Preparing for the Wor3d of Work

95

1

Fr- Filmstrip
Sound Filmstrip

R- Record
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ii

CAREER EDUCATION AND GUIDANCE'(cont.)

SFS 2506. Getting and KeePing`"Nur First Job,

SFS 2514 Admission to Service Academies

SFS 2524 Love and the Facts of Life (r3 fs5 - Who An I? The Search for Self)

SFS 2521 Values for Teenagers: The Choice is Yours

R 4112- Getting into College Today

'FS - Filmstrip

SFS - Sound Filmstrip
R Record .

1



iii

VALUES

Autobiographical Questionnaires

We cannot treat lightly the question, "Who am I?" Most people are in desperate

search of identity. In this complex and confused world, a self-concept is not so
easily handed down by parents or teachers. An autobiographical questionnaire,
looked at from year to year, can be one tool for building a self-concept. Below are

some questions that have been used successfully in this process:

1) What,are some things you really believe in?

2) Where have you spent the best four summers Of your life?

3) If you could change your school, what five things would'you change?

4) What is the worst work you have done for money?

5) What do you see yourself doing five years from now? Ten years? Twenty?

6) Are there injustices in this community you feel need attention?

7) Do you send any money to charities? Which ones? Which ones will you

never send anything to?

8) What are the most important books, movies, plays you've read or seen
in the past year?

9) Without mentioning specific names, what are the qualities of the
adults whom you respect and admire the most? The least? What are
you doing to become more like the former? To keep from being like
the latter?

10) Who is your best friend? What do your friends have in common?

11) What are the things you like to do(best when yoil have free time?

12Y Rave you ever fasted? Would you want that experiende?

13) Where do you stand on the Vietnam War? Have you done anything about it?

14) Where do you stand on money, material possessions, and "security"?

15) Do you believe in burial, cremation, or what?

16) What magazines do you subscribe to with your own money?

17) Are you someone who is likely to marry out of your race

18) What are some of your notions of the good life?

9i7



iv

19) Do you wear seat belts?

20) Do you smoke?

21) Do you have full polio protection?

22) What are some of the things you have learned in your search for values
in your lifetime?

98



VALUE ,CLARIFICATION

The use of one's time, how one spends the twenty-four hours of each day, is one
of the most complex problems individual men and women must deal with in a lifetime.
At the most value-clarified level, our consumption of time will be remarkably con-
sistent with our values. In effect, a person does what he values; and what he does
not value he does not do. The gap between what one says and what one does is probably
never more blatantly visible than in how one actually allocates his time in relation
to the values he claims to cherish.

'Below are some questions which are revealing when answered honestly concerning
time, effort and human relationships. Read them carefully and make-any notes you care
to on the back of the page.

1. What are the things you like to do best when you have free time?

2. What,magazines do you subscribe to with your own money?

3. Where have you spent the last four summers?

4. Who is your best friend? Who was your best friend before the present
one? What do they have in common?

5. What are the important books you have read during the past year; books
which you have not read,for an assignment?

6. What is the.worst work you have done for money?

7. What do you see yourself doing five years from now? Ten years? Twenty?

8. Are-there some injustices right here in this community which you feel
need righting?

9. List,aay min-paying jobs you have done with younger children.

10. Do you send money to charities?

11. Tell us some of your attitudes about money, material, possessions, etc.

12. What are some of your ideas about the good life?

13. List the,people in your family.

14. Do you believe in burial, cremation, etc.?

15. Do you wear seat belts in an automobile?

16. Are you someone who is likely to marry out of your race?

17.- Are you curious about pot?

18. How would you change this university?

19. What are some of the things you have experienced in your search for
values which will probably always dominate' your, values?
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viIf one accepts-the idea that values cannot be taught, but they can be learned,one moves away from moralizing and inculcating towards a process of value-clarifica-tion. Value- clarification involves a series of strategies which are not.guilty offorcing one set of right values down the throats of all students. Instead, it tendsto raise issues, to confront the student with inconsistencies, -and to get him to sortout his_dwn values,/in his own way, and at his own pace.

A MODEL EXERCISE

The person I admire most 1.

What-I admire most about this person 2.

3.

.4.

5.What I dislike most about
this person

6.

7.

8.

9.

The person I admire least
10.

Value-clarification questions-are almost always questions to which there are noright answers. There is a real element of search to'them although they are not ran-dom and aimless. The questions are posed with a deep sense of inquiry and exploration.They create a climax of valuing integrity that is essential whem moral issues are atstake.

Encounter-questions are asked about areas which will ultimately show up in a stu-dent's life. They are controversial, almost by definition, and the faint hearted'neednot apply. There are many "you" questions and-fewer questions soliciting "faetual"responses. The tone is: "What is your position; where you stand? How did you arriveat that value? What other alternatives did you consider? What possibilities are opento you for doing something about it? Can you anticipate th6 consequences of youractions? If not, who should be involved?"
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THeITALUE CLARIFYING METHOD

The Clarifying Response
.

FundamentaI1y, the responding
person or adult, that results

vii

Q

strategy,,is-a- way of responding to a student, young
in his considering what he has chosen,

what he prizes, and/or
what he Ls doing.

It stimulates him to clarify his thinking and behavior and, thus to clarify his values;
it encourages him to think about them.

An effective ;clarifying response has the following essential elements:

1) Avoid moralizing, criticizing, giving values or evaluating
judgments...(excludes hints of "good" or'bad" or "right"
or "acceptable. ")'

o

2) Puts responsibility on the (student) youngster to look at
his behavior or his ideas and to think and decide.for him-
self what it is Lei wants.

3) It is permissive and stimulating but not insistent.

4) It does not try to do big things with small comments...rather

each clarifying respOnse is presented as only one of many
alternatives...the effect is cumulative.

5) It is not an interview to obtain data but to assist one to
clarify his ideas and life if he wants to/do so.

6) It is usually not an extended discussion. The idea is for
the youngster to think--which we often do best alone--without._
the temptation to justify thoughts to an adult.

7) Clarifying responses are often -for individuals (issues have
different priorities for diffet'ent people) even general
issues handled in a group must eventually be individually
reflected upon.

8) /Responses must be carefully selected...one can't respond to
everything everyone'.says.

9) The situation must be created in which there are no "right"
answers, such as in situations involving feelings, attitudes,
beliefs, or purposes.

10) Clarifying responses are not mechanical things that carefully
follow a formula. They creatively used and with
insight. 'When a response helpS someone to clarify his thinking
or behavior, it is considered effective.
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VALUES

The Action Side of Valuing

Before something can be called a-value, you have to do something about it. Action
needs to be the Tinal outcome of valuing. The following exercise helps you to see
alternatiVes for action.

Write a letter-

1) Wr te a letter to the editor of your local newspaper. People read these
columns more frequently than almost any other section of the daily,
newspaper. You can influence public opinion.

Write a letter to your Congressman or your Senator. Compliment him for
something he has done about a problem you,are concerned about. Washington
counts these letters.

3) Send a'letter to someone in the news win has done something you respect
or admire. You would be surprised how lonely it is to `do something
different and make the news for, doing it.

Attend meeting or organize one

1) Write one of the organizations working for a cause you believe in and ask
to be put on the mailing list announcing meetings.

2) Scan the newspapers for announcements of openmeetings of groups in which
you are interested.

3). Ask your own club, civic group, or church group to have-a meeting or in-
vite a guest speaker on a topic you ere deeply concerned about.

Take part in some action

/1) Distribute leaflets door-to-door or-by standing at a subway entrance.

2) Picketing may not be your cup of tea, but it has an impact.'

3) Organize a petition drive. Even twenty signatures _could make-news or
cause some public official to take notice.

4) Interview people who have influence. Sometimes just a series of per-
ceptive questions can make an issue come alive.

5) Wear a button.
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ix

6,)' Take part in a peacepa march or other demonstration.

7) Go as dihember of a delegation to see some official about some issue.

Tace-to-Face acts

1) Speak up for your point of view. (For example, if someone says
something derogatory about a race or a religion, you can tactfully
talk to him about your point 'of view.

2) Give someone a pamphlet or an article which argues for a different
position than he claims td hold.

3) Try to close the gap between what you say and what you do. Let your
life- e a living argument for what you believe.

(Remember: All action should be informed action. Consequently, reading, learning,
interviewing, discussing and generally becoming better i formed are
necessary first steps to doing something.

O
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The Value Game

Rules of the Game:

1. You will hear a series of situations in which people have made a decision or per-
formed an act.. You will be asked to measure this decision or act according to your
value system and to decide whether 3t was "absolutely right," !'absolutely wrong," or
somewhere in between.,

2. The.game board that you see on the floor is divided into six areas. The area at
this end (indicate which end will be used for right) represents "absolutely right".
with no reservations. The area at the opposite end represents "absolutely wrong"
with no reservations.

The four remaining areas represent progressive reservations away from right toward
wrong or away from...wrong and toward right. So the area next to right represents that
you feel the decision or act presented in the situation is basically right, but you
have some reservation about it. The next area represents that you feel the decision
was basically right, but that you have a good number of reservations about it. The
area next to wrong represents that you feel the decision or act is basically wrong
with a few exceptions. The area next to that represents wrong, but with additional
reservations.

3. You are not permitted to ask or additional information about any of the Situations.
-Try to make the decision as best you can with the limited information that is even.

.4. Once you have heard the situation go stand in the area on the gA,)oard tht repre-
sents your decision, for that particular situation. Write the number of the situation
and yotr initials and encircle them anywhere within that area. Stand in that area
until the next situation is presented and you have chosen to move to another area.
You re to remain standing on the gameboard throughout the game.

5. -You-do-not-take turns. As soon as you make a decision, you move to the area of
choice:

At the end of the game you will 'be asked to draw lines from your first situation

/

o your second situation to your third, etc. In effect, you will have charted the
graph of your decisiOns-on the various situations.

ABSOLUTELY RIGHT /

RIGHT WITH SOME RESERVATIONS

RIGHT WITH MANY RESERVATIONS

WRONG WITH MANY RESERVATIONS

WRONG WITH SOME RESERVATIONS

ABSOLUTELY WRONG
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The Value Game

Situations':

xi

1. Bill stomped off to his room and shut the door swiftly. He was angry. His dad
had punished him for staying out too late with the family car. Now he was grounded
for a whole month. Measure the father's decision against your value system and go
stand on the gameboard in the area of your choice.

2. Same situation as above, adding the following information. The punishment was
bad enough, but what made it worse was that his dad had not listened to Bill's side
of the story nor told him why the punishment was so severe. Firm as always and
acting as family judge and jury, his dad had pronounced sentence. Bill had no chance
to express how he felt. Measure the father's decision against your value system and
go stand on the game board in the area of your choice.

3. Add'to the situation above this piece of information. This was the first time
Bill was late and it was because of a flat tire. Measure the father's decision.

4. Chuck wore a black armband to school the day after four college students were
killed during the Spring, 1970 disturbance at Kent State. Measure Chuck's decision
againbt your own value system and go stand on the gameboard- in the area of your
choice.

5. He did not make a big issue over wearing the armband: but when fellow students
asked him about it, he did relate his sorrow over the deaths of the collegians. To
some he also expressed his fear that the nation's decision makers were refusing to
listen to what he considered to be widespread opposition to America's involvement in
Indochina. Measure Chuck's decision to wearthe armband to school:

6. After lunch Chuck was called to the principal's office. "Young man," Mr. Spears
began, "I'd like you to remove that armband and leave it with me. You are creating
a disturbance by wearing it. Leave the armband with me, or you will be sent home on
a disciplinary basis, complete with the usual penalties for refusal to cooperate
with this administrative office. Is that clear?" -

"Yes sir."
"May I have the armband?"
"No sir. You may not. I choose to take the. penalties."

Measure Chuck's decision.
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xii

7. Mr. Bates received the perusal copy of the play he purchased and immediately madexeroxed copies of the play for the other members of his Drama Department at SouthernState University. Measure Mr. Bates' decision against your value system and go standon the game board in the area of your choice.

8. The decision-to order the play had to be made within a week after Mr.Bates hadreceived the perusal copy of the play and there were four members in the Drama Depart-ment who had to read the play and decide on ordering within the week.

9. The Drama Department decided to use the play and ordered the play for the castmembers, paying for the royalty rights.'

0 10. An elderly gentleman expressed his desire that should' a heart transplant beneeded at the time of his death, his heart be used for the transplant. The elderlyman is now near death and is being sustained in life by a breathing apparatus. He isunconscious and according to all possible medical prediction he has only a few days tolive. A young man of 35 needs a heart transplant within 24 hours if he is to live.The doctors and the family orthe elderly man decide to remove him from the breathingapparatus in order t6 make the transplant possible. Measure the decision of the doctors.

11. Same situatioi/ as before, only the doctors and the family of the elderly man decideto kill him painle sly with a drug in order for the transplant-to be possible. Measurethe decision.

12. A married woman conceives a child by her husband and according to all medicalprediction there is an 80 per cent chance the child will be seriously deformed. Thedoctors and the couple decider'to
abort the child in the fourth month. Measure thedecision.

13. Same situation as before, but the doctors and the couple decide to let the childbe born. The child is born--is deformed.- The doctors
and-the-cot:IA:a-decide id-kill'the child painlessly. Measure the decision.

14. Seventy-year-old Mr. X has been in a coma for nine weeks. All the doctors agreehe is dying. The latest complication of his condition is an inability to breathenormally. He would have suffocated earlier except for the performance. of a tracheotomy,in which a hole was cut in his throat so that an artificial respirator might be attachedto accomplish his breathing for him. So he continues to "live." Measure the doctor'sdecision.

15. Same situation as above. In a hospital consultation room, a team of doctors aretrying to decide a difficult question: Should they remove the artificial source ofoxygen--breath, "life"--and let the patient slip quietly into the death that is waitingfor hiM? They decide to do so. Measure the team's decision.

16. Add this additional information. The team of doctors had based their decisionpartly upon the request of Mr. X's family to remove the artificial source of oxygenbecause the emotional strain was threatening the health of Mr. X's 65 year-old wife.
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PUZZLE NO. 1

Groups of 5 Students

4

__One _person in your group has an envelope containing puzzle pieces when properly
put together, they make 4 squares the same size. However, you must abide by these

rules:

1. Plgyers may not talk of make gestures.

2. No player may take pieces from another.

3. Players may give pieces to others.

4. Players may not put pieces in the center; they may only give to

individual players.
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NONVERBAL TECHNIQUES

Goals_

xiv.

I. To increase self-expression through the use of body language.

II. To provide an opportunity for group members to give feedback to each other
,$ in non4lbStract ways.

III. To increase one's sensitivity to the nonverbal cues of others.

0

Process

The nonverbal techniques described below supplement those described in
VolUmes I and II. (See "Nonverbal Communication," 22, and "Nonverbal Techniques," 44.)
The verbal processing of the effects of a nonverbal experience is as important as the
experience itself, and plenty of time should be provided for group members to explore
their reactions.

1. Sticks and stones: Dowel rods and golfball-sized stones are placed in the center
of the group, and members are instructed to use them in any way they deem appro-
priate to convey their reactions to each other, without talking.

2. Posture feedback: One group member ai.a time receives nonverbal feedback from
all of the other members by their assuming body postures that indicate their
imPreasionsof him. After each member's feedback there is a processing session.

3. Sociogram: Group members attempt to form a liling sociogram -by locating themselves
and each other in the room in ways that are meaningful to them. The final form
of the sociogram, after members move each other around, is drawn on a chalkboard
and then discussed.

4. Drum dance: Someone plays drums (or a recording f drums) while,group members
dance freely. Suddenly the drums are stopped, participants freeze for a moment,

--observe each other, theh pail-off to discuss their observations.

5. Body talk: Group members take turns trying to express various emotions with their
bodies. The facilitator hands a participant a slip of paper with the name of a
feeling on it and part of the body which he uses to express the emotion. Other
participants try to guess what feeling was being expressed.

6. Red rovers: Participants forM two lines facing each other. The persons at the
heads of the lines are asked to cross over to the other end of the'opposite line.
Collisions, styles of running and'avoidances are noted and talked about after'all
have experienced moving from the hcad across to the end of-the other line.
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xv

FANTASY TRIP

The fantasy experience begins with the use of relaxation training in

the Jacobson .(1938), Wolpe. and Lazarus (1966) tradition. After the group

Members are relaxed with eyes closedi-they are-asked to-imagine the fol-
.

lowing events during a work day:

SETTING: It is six years from now. *(pause) You are waking up in the

morning and getting ready for work. (pause) You get up and get dressed for

work. (fause) You eat breakfast. Who is there? (pause) You leave and go to

work.

WORK: Do you .go by car? What kind is it? Or do you use .another

kind of transportation? You are-now at work. Wh6re are you: an office?,

a school?, outside? Are you-superVising others? Who are they? Who is

your boss? (pause)

NOON: It is time for lunch. What do you do',for lunch? Go out, bag

lunch, or what? Do you eat alone'? (pause)

WORK: Do you work alone? If not, what are your fellow workers like?

Are they men? Are they women? Are they intense?, ,Are they relaxed?- Do

you like being with them? (pause)

HOME: It is time to go home. Y6u are home. What is your home'like?

(pause) When youPen the door who is there? (pause) After eating you have

some time in the evening. What do you do? (pause) It is time to go to bed.

You will be going to work tomorrow. Do you look forward to it? (pause)

END: We-are now done With the fantasy trip. Open your eyes and let's

talk about your experience.



xvi
FANTASY TRIP (continued)

At this.point a discussion occurs-. Group members are asked to talk

about their fantasies. When talking about fantasies, they are often enthusi-

astic, intrigued, and surprised at the results.

Crucial to the success of this technique is the content of the fantasy.

In 'our judgment, life style elements, important for a career choice, are

elicited more often. and more clearly in the guided fantasy trip than with

many'direct vocational counseling techniques.
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